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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

Following is a list of symbols used in this ~eport. Subscripts llm",

"d ll
, and liS" designating quantities in the measured, deterministic, and

statistical channels, respectively, and horizontal bars above variables,

designating normalized quantities, are not included in order to simplify

the list. With three exceptions (B, P, and T), upper-case letters repre

sent complex quantities and lower-case letters represent real quantities.

a, b = subscripts identifying the magneto ionic com
ponents.

B = bandwidth over which the statistical channel
model is accurate.

~

B = bandwidth of a real Gaussian function.

f

B ei =

c =

C1 (M), ca (£'it) =

c1a (£'i t) =

(;1 (M), ca(M) =

c12 (I'i t) =

Cd i (M) =
<:J (M), ~~(M) =

C i (M) =
C i (0) =

Cia (0), Cib (0) =

£'iCSi(£'it) =

effective bandwidth of the tap -gain spectrum for
the i-th path.

integer controlling the abscissa spacing of values
used in the least-squares statistical fit.

true autocorrelation functions of real Gaus sian
functions.

true crosscorrelation function of two real Gaus
sian functions.

estimates of autocorrelation functions of real
Gaussian functions.

estimate of crosscorrelation function of two real
Gaus sian functions.

true autocorrelation of !f~i (t r ) and ~L (t r )·

real and imaginary parts of C~ (£'it).

tap-gain correlation function for the i-th path.

power ratio for the i-th path.

power ratios for magnetoionic components of the
i-th path.

error in the least-squares statistical fit of C Si (M)
for the i-th path.
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d = subscript denoting a deterministic channel model
quantity.

e i (.f) = expected number of independent values in the l-th
subinterval of an amplitude- or phase-density
histogram for the i-th path.

eh (.f), eb (.f) = probability of a value in the .f-th subinterval in the
amplitude- and phase-density histograms respec
tively for the i-th path.

E(fk , t" ) =
~ E(fk) =

E(k) =
f =

M=

f e =
f k =
f m =

F, F- 1 =
~l (t), ~I (t) =

G i (t) =:

G~ (t) =

G~" (t) =

error in the deterministic fit for the channel.

RMS value in time of E(fk , t,,).

abbreviated version of E(fk' t,,) for any tirne, t".

frequencyo

frequency in the domains of the correlation func
tions.

frequency of the carrier.

specific frequency of measurernent.

frequency of analog -to -digital conversion.

direct and inverse Fourier transforrn operators.

real and irnaginary parts of G~ (t).

tap-gain function for the i-th path.

tap-gain function for the i-th path with linear
phase component removed.

intermediate tap-gain function in deterministic fit
in fr equency -dornain method of rnea sur ement for
the i-th path.

h(r,t) = irnpulse response of a tirne -varying channel.
,~.

H(f, t) = frequency response of a time -varying channel.
~.'

H(fk ) RMS value in time of H(fk' t" )... =
H(k) = abbreviated version of H(fk, t,,) for any tirne, t r •

i = integer subscript denoting the number of a path.

j = J-:T
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number of values used in the least-squares fit for
the i -th path.

effective number of independent values for the
i-th path.

integer subscript denoting a specific frequency of
measurement (k = 1, 2, ... , 11).

general numbering integer.

actual number of values in a sample for each fre
quency' f k •

reduced actual number of values.

number of values observed to fall in the £-th sub
interval in the amplitude- and phase-density
histograms respectively for the i-th path.

n = number of paths.

0 1 (£) = effective number of observed values in the £-th
subinterval of an amplitude- or phase-density
histogram for the i-th path:

all (£), oh (£) = fractional number of values observed to fall in the
£-th subinterval in the amplitude - and phase -density
histograms respectively for the i-th path.

k =

£ =

rna =

m' =a

m C ! =

mel =

mil (../1), m 12 (£) =

p = probability density functions.

p = cumulative distribution functions.

r = integer subscript denoting a specific time.

R(6£,6£) = channel correlation function.

R(O, 0) = power ratio for a channel.

.6Rdf (6£), llRdt (M) = difference between the deterministic and measured
channel correlation functions on the frequency and
time axes .

.6Rsf (M), llR st (M) = difference between the statistical and measured
channel correlation functions on the frequency and
time axes.

R~ (M, 6,t) = channel correlation function of hypothetical
measured channel, with equal time spreads on
all modes.
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s = subscript denoting a statistical channel model
quantity.

s(1", 'V) = channel scatter function.

t = time.

li t = time in the domains of the corr ela tion functions.

t 1 = integration time.

t m = time duration of a sample.

t r = specific times of analog-to-digital conversion.

T =

u(T) =
u~ (T) ==

subscript denoting tabulated chi-square values.

channel time -s catter function.

channel time - s ca tter function of hypothetical
measured channel with equal time spreads on all
modes.

channel fr equency - s catter function.

tap-gain spectrum for the i-th path.

Q' =

channel input signal in the time domain.

channel input signal in the frequency domain.

channel output signal in the time domain.

Fourier transform of y(t).

exp( -j2TI1" i f k ).

general amplitude variable.

bounds on l:..th subinterval in amplitude- and phase
density histograms.

magnitude of the crosscorrelation between the
normalized deterministic tap-gain functions for
the i-th and l-th paths.

6(T) = Dirac delta function.

1I'111 =

v('V) =
Vi ('V) =

x(t) =
X(f) =
y(t) =
Y(f) =

Zi (k) =

61 , 62 = errors in least-squares deterministic fit.

631 = error in least-squares statistical fit for the i-th
path.

€C1 = RMS value of the distribution of IliC Si (lit) I.
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£11 =

'1' '2 =
1t(M) =

An' Ai2 =

\i =
V =

\i1 =
\iia' \i ib =

\i 1e =

TT =
2p =

2pe =

20 =
20i =

20ia , 20 ib =

20 ie =

om (0', m e1 ) =

T =
T =

T i =
T~' (t) =

RMS value of the distribution of 1T'11 I.
frequency-scaling constants.

general correlation function.

number of subintervals in the amplitude - and
phase-density histograms respectively for the
i-th path.

frequency in the scatter domain.

channel frequency shift.

tap-gain frequency shift for the i-th path.

frequency-shifts of the two magnetoionic com
ponents of the i -th path.

mean differential frequency shift of the two magneto
ionic components of the i-th path.

3.1416

channel time spread.

effective time spread on each mode in the measured
ionospheric channel.

channel frequency spread.

tap-gain frequency spread for the i-th path.

frequency spreads of the two magnetoionic com
ponents of the i-th path.

mean frequency spread of the two magnetoionic
components of the i-th path.

standard deviation of the ordinate of a sample
cumulative distribution of a Rayleigh-distributed
variable as a function of its abcis sa and the effec
tive number of independent values.

time delay.

channel time delay.

tap-gain time delay for the i-th path.

intermediate time -varying tap-gain time delay
in the deterministic fit in the frequency-domain
method of measurement for the i-th path.

Vlll
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x~ = chi-square values of amplitude- or phase-density
histograms for i-th path.

xL = tabulated values of chi-square.
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ABSTRACT

-.p.. Specially designed ionospheric propagation measurements were

made and analyzed to confirm the validity and accuracy of a proposed

ionospheric communication channel model. This stationary channel

model incorporates a delay line that is fed by the input (transmitted) sig

nal. Several adjustable taps on the delay line deliver signals with delays

corresponding to the relative propagation times of typical ionospheric

modes. Each delayed signal is modulated in amplitude and phase by an

independent baseband complex bivariate Gaussian random function of

time with a zero mean value and quadrature components with equal RMS

values that produce Rayleigh fading.) Each random tap-gain function, in

general, has a spectrum that is the/sum of two Gaussian functions of

frequency with independently adj~able amplitudes, frequency shifts, and

frequency spreads. The......tv..i'~-c;:.ussian terms in the spectrum represent
-----./

the two magnet<;>J.onic components present in ionospheric modes. The

delayed..and modulated signals, one for each mode, are summed to form

the/output (received) signal.
\

'- Ionospheric measurements were made in 12 -kHz bands at two HF

frequencies over a l294-km path. Three samples of 10- to I3-min

duration were analyzed for typical daytime and nighttime propagation

conditions .(j~~istical tests confirmed the validity of the hypotheses that

the tap-gain functions are independent and ha ve bivaria te Gaus sian dis

tributions and that their spectrums are the sum of two Gaussian functions

of frequency. The model is shown to be accurate over a band with a width

that is about one-fourth of the reciprocal of the time spread on the modes

(2.5, 8.0, and 12 kHz for the three samples).

Key words: Channel model,. channel simulator, ionosphere, measure
ments, model.



EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF AN IONOSPHERIC
CHANNEL MODEL

C. C. Watterson, J. R. Juroshek, and W. D. Bensema

1. INTRODUCTION

Historically, the evaluation of existing radio communication systems

and the development and evaluation of new systems or techniques has

usually required experimental measurements of their performance over

\~ actual communication links. Such evaluations must be made simulta-

neously with fwo or more systems over the same path to obtain meaningful

results, because the propagation or channel conditions are uncontrolled

and cannot accurately be repeated at other times and/or over other paths.
I i

Because of the disadvantages of on-the-air measurements, there has

been a rapidly increasing interest in the past several years in the de

velopment of channel simulators that can be used in laboratory experiments

to obtain similar but more comprehensive and meaningful evaluations of

communication systems.

The advantages that laboratory experiments can have over on-the-

air measurements are numerous:

(a) Accuracy: Channel conditions can be mathematically

described and reproduced accurately, allowing complementary

theoretical and experimental studies to be made.

(b) Stationarity: A stationary channel simulator imposes no

time limitation on an experiment; many experiments requiring

a. number of hours are easy to perform on a stationary channel

simulator but are impractical over actual ionospheric links.

(c) Repeatability: Because channel conditions can be accurately

defined and controlled, experimental simulator measurements

made on one system at one time and place can be compared



meaningfully with similar measurements made on other systems

at other times and places.

(d) Availability: Channel conditions can be selected at will,

avoiding the need to wait for the desired combination of condi

tions that is necessary in on-the-air tests.

(e) Range: Channel conditions can profitably cover a range

of values that exceeds the most extreme conditions of actual

ionospheric links.

(f) Cost: Laboratory measurements with a channel simulator

are quicker and les s costly than similar on-the -air measurements.

However, the substantial advantages of laboratory simulator experi

ments over on-the-air evaluations are limited unless it is known that the

channel model upon which the simulator design is bas ed is both valid and

accurate. A channel simulator based on an unproven channel model can

possibly be a very useful laboratory tool, b'-!-t the results it yields may

not be typical of ionospheric channels and must be used with caution.

While many measurements of the ionosphere have been made over the

year s, some detailed characteristics of ionospheric channels needed to

specify a valid and accurate channel model have unfortunately not been

available. Consequently, the validity and accuracy of some recently

developed. ionospheric channel simulators can be questioned, which in

turn limits their value.

Therefore" in 1965, the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences

and Aeronomy (ITSA)~:' of the Environmental Science Services Administra

tion (ESSA) undertook a 3-year program with the support of the Defense

Communications Agency (DCA) to develop an ionospheric channel model

of proven validity and accuracy, which could be used both for theoretical

analyses and for the design and construction of ionospheric channel

~:'Now the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS).
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simulators. Subsequently, the program was expanded to include the

development of an atmospheric noise model of proven validity and

accuracy to increase the capability of the ionospheric channel model.

The specific tasks in the program were:

(a) To develop specialized propagation-measuring equipment,

to use this equipment for measurements of the ionospheric medium

at high frequencies (HF) over a typical path, to analyze the measure

ments to determine the validity and accuracy of a proposed iono

spheric channel model (exclusive of additive noise), and to recom-

mend specifications for channel simulators based on the model.

(b) To make a theoretical study of the relative advantages and

disadvantages of building specially designed channel simulators

rather than using large general-purpose digital computers for

channel simulation in experimentally evaluating communication

techniques or systems.

(c) To design and build an ionospheric channel simulator for

experimental use at the ESSA Research Laboratories if, as ex-

pected, the study in (b) showed specially designed channel

simulator s to be pr eferable.

(d) To develop special atmospheric-noise recording equipment,

to make recordings of atmospheric noise for a range of conditions,

to design and build an experimental atmospheric noise simulator

based upon a proposed model, to compare statistical analyses of

the tape-recorded atmospheric noise with similar analyses oJ

the output of the atmospheric noise simulator to determine the

validity and accuracy of the noise model, and to recommend

specifications for atmospheric noise simulators based on this model.

Reports on the results obtained in each of these four tasks are being

submitted to the sponsor. This report describes the results of task (a).
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Task (b) has already been reported by Quincy (1968); task (c) is being

reported by Watterson et al.
e

(1969), and task (d) by Coon et al. (1969).

A fifth report is being submitted by Watterson and Coon (1969) combining

the recommended specifications from tasks (a) and (d) for ionospheric

channel and atmospheric noise simulator s.

While the results of tasks (a) and (d) will define an ionospheric

channel model that includes additive atmospheric noise, the term llchan

nel model" throughout the remainder of this report will refer to models

of ionospheric channels without additive noise.

2. CHANNEL MODELS

2. 1 General Models

In considering possible channel models of the ionospheric medium for

communication purposes, it is convenient to think of ionospheric channels

as filters with complex frequency responses that vary with time, H(f, t).

Because the filter responses are random, they can be viewed as a random

process. From present knowledge of the ionosphere we know that the

process is non stationary in both frequency and time. However, if

consideration is restricted to band-limited channels with maximum

bandwidths typical of practical communication systems (say 10 kHz),

the process can be viewed as nearly stationary in frequency for channels

in most parts of the spectrum. (Stationarity in this report will imply

ergodicity.) An accurate model of the medium can therefore be stationary

in frequency if the bandwidth is suitably limited, with a resulting con

siderable simplification of the model.

If sample functions of the process are sufficiently restricted in time

(say 15 minutes), then the majority of such sample functions can be con

sidered nearly stationary; therefore. the model also can be made

stationary in time, with considerable additional simplifcations resulting.

Since the number of independent band-limited measurements of the medium

4
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that can be taken in a few minutes is sufficient to determine the statistical

parameters and the accuracy of the model with re asonable confidence, the

validity and accuracy of such a stationary model can be experimentally verified.

A stationary channel model, In addition to being considerably simpler

to define and easier to instrument than a nonstationary model, has another

considerable advantage: the theoretical or experimental results obtained

from its use are independent of the duration of the analysis or measurement

{assuming a duration sufficient for a good estimate}. In such analyses or

measurements with a stationary model, the results des cribe the system

performance expected over the ionospheric medium during the few-minute

interval that the !TIodel repre sents. A change in the model parameter s

allows it to accurately represent the channel at other times or other

channels with different transmitting- receiving locations and / or different

frequencies. This advantage of stationarity is evident in experiments

where an hour or more of measurements is required to obtain sufficient

data (for example, measurements of low average error rates in a digital

systems). It is difficult to obtain meaningful measurements of this type

over a nonstationary ionospheric path or a nonstationary simulator,

because the channel conditions are difficult to define, but very meaningful

measurements can be obtained with a stationary simulator because the

channel conditions can be described relatively easily and with considerable

accuracy. However, it must be realized that the confidence with which

one can accept the validity of a model decreases as the duration of an

experiment increases beyond the time duration of the measurements

that were used to validate the model. Even though the model is less

reliable for longer experiments, it still produces results that are very

meaningful; i. e., they are produced under conditions that can be accurately

described.

Because of the advantage s that a band-limited stationary model has

over a nonstationary one, we decided to select a band-limited stationary

5



model that seemed rna st suitable and to experimentall y determine the

validity and accuracy of this model from analyses of propagation mea sure

ments. Two types of stationary models were considered: (a) a tapped-

delay-line model with equally spaced taps and (b) a tapped-delay-line

model with unequally spaced taps. Block diagrams of these models are

presented in figure 1.. In both models, the input (transmitted) signal is

fed to an ideal delay line, and undistorted delayed versions of the input

signal are delivered to a number of taps. (In fig. 1 and throughout this

report, the word "tap" means a delay-line connection whose output signal

is used, not an unused connection on the delay line.) The signal delivered

to each tap is suitably modulated in amplitude and phase by a tap-gain

function, G i (t), and the resulting modulated signals are summed to form

the output (received) signal.

The model with equally spaced taps,which has been analyzed by

Kailath (1961), is completely general because it can be made to accurately

describe any band-limited channel that is stationary or nonstationary in

frequency and time. To do this, the adjacent spacings of the taps have to

be made .~qual to the reciprocal of the bandwidth over which the model is

accurate, suitable tap-gain functions have to be used to modulate the sig

nals delivered to the taps, and the length of the delay line must be some

what greater than the differential propagation times of the signal components

over the various ray paths inthe ionospheric medium.

The model with equally spaced taps could be accurately used as a

stationary band-limited model for the ionospheric medium, but it has one

practical disadvantage when a bandwidth of 10 kHz is desired, as in the

present program. A la-kHz bandwidth requires adjacent tap spacings of

100 ~s. Since the ionospheric medium can support propagation over

several modes with differential propagation times up to 10 ms or

more, and a model and simulator that handles these cases is desirable,

a total of 100 active taps would be required to accurately represent such

6
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a channel. The task of measuring the ionospheric medium, analyzing

the measurements to determine the statistical characteristics of 1.00

complex tap-gain functions to define the channel model parameters, and

subsequently designing and building equipment for synthesizing 100

tap-gain function generators, is a formidable one. While the delay

line model with equally spaced taps is mathematically attractive,

it becomes very unattractive from a practical point of view, at least

as an ionospheric channel model for bandwidths of 10kHz.

Fortunately, the ionospheric medium exhibits a characteristic that

makes 100 tap-gain functions unnecessary for an accurate 10-kHz model

for most channels. Most of the time and over most ionospheric

communication links, propagation takes place over relatively few,

nearly discrete, modes of propagation: a one-hop path off the E layer

(IE ITIode), a two-hop path off the F layer (2F mode), etc. When a short

pulse is transmitted over such a link, several pulses are received,

one for each mode, as illustrated by oblique io nograms. It is

fairly obvious that it should be possible to make an accurate tapped

delay-"line channel model with a limited number of taps (say 3 or 4),

as illustrated in figure lb, provided the tap delays are spaced according

to the differential propagation times of the various modes and provided

the modes are sufficiently close to being discrete. A received pulse

should not be spread or stretched in tiITIe relative to the length of the

transmitter pulse by more than about 1/ (4B), where B is the bandwidth

in Hertz of the channel being modeled. This restriction will be dis-

cussed in more detail later.

For the JO-kHz bandwidth of interest here, the tapped-delay-line

model with equally spaced taps in figure la was considerably more

complicated than the model in figure lb that has a limited number of

7



unequally spaced taps. Therefore, the latter model was chosen for

the present task. Two facts should be noted, although their investigation

is beyond the scope of this report. First, the chosen model of figure lb

can be modified to alleviate the restriction that the time spread on each

mode must be less than about 1/ (4B). If the single tap for any mode

with excessive time spread is replaced by a pair of suitably spaced taps,

each with its own tap-gain multiplier, the allowable time spread on the

mode is increased by a factor of about four. Three or more taps per

mode could be used to further increase the allowable time spread. If

the process were carried far enough the model would evolve into the

model with equally spaced taps shown in figure lao Second, if the

limited number of taps in the model of figure lb were spaced equally

over the total time spread of a spread-F channel, it would become the

model of figure la for a limited bandwidth.

The channel models that have been discussed are both general models,

because the characteristics of the tap-gain functions, [G. (t) J, have not
1

been specified. Any general model might have an infinite variety of

specific models based upon it. Before proceeding to section 2. 3 for

a brief review of specific models that have been used by others and to

section 2.4 for a description of the specific model chosen for the present

task, we describe in the following section the mathematical functions

used to characterize random channels throughout the remainder of

the report.

2.2 Channel Characterization

2. 2. I Any Time-Varying Channel

Any time-varying channel, stationary or nonstationary, can be

characterized in terms of a number of system functions that relate

the output signal to the input signal (Bello, 1963). Two of these system

functions are commonly used, the real time-varying im.pulse response,

h(T. t), and the complex time-varying frequency response, H(f, t). To

8



show their relationship to each other, and to the input and output signals

in both the time domain and the frequency domain, let the real input

signal in time be x(t): then the real output signal in time is obtained

from the convolution

co

yet) = Sh(T, t) x(t- T) dT ,

where

h(T, t) ::: 0 when T < O.

If X(£) is the Fourier transform of x(t),

co

x(t- T) ::: SX(f) exp [j 2n(t- T)f] df .

-co

Substituting (3) into (1). we have

(1)

( 2)

(3)

co co

yet) =Sclf X(f) exp{j2TItf)S ciT h(T, t) exp(-j2nfT). (4)

-co -co

Now let the second integral in (4) be defined as

<Xl

H(f, t) =Sh(T, t) exp(-j2nfT) dT .

-co

(5)

Therefore, H(f, t) is the Fourier transform on T of h(T, t). Substituting

(5) in (4) gives

yet) = SX(f) H(f, t) exp(j 2TIt£) d£
_co

(6)

If Y(f) is defined as the Fourier transform of the output signal,

yet), note that

Y(f) (:. X(f) H(f, t)

9
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i. e., the cfJmplex amplitude spectrum of the output signal is not equal

to the product of the amplitude spectrum of the input signal with the

time-varying frequency response of the channel, and the convolution

theorem d')es not hold (Sherman, 1961). The product X(f) H(f, t) is a

"time-varying spectrum" and ca:1not equal the "static spectrum"

Y(f). However, Y(£) can be obtained from X(f) and H(f, t) by performing

the integration in (6) and then obtaining a Fourier transform of the

result.

While both the real impulse response, h(T, t), and the complex

frequency response, H(f, t), are commonly used to characterize a

time-varying channel, we found it more convenient to use H(£, t) or

functions derived from it throughout the remainder of this report.

2. 2. 2 Stationary Time- Varying Channels

Since H(f, t) is a random process when it represents time-varying

channels, it must be described in statistical terms. Two statistical

descriptions of stationary time-varying channels given by Hagfors (1961),

Bello (1963), Gallager (1964), and others are the channel correlation

function and the channel scatter function.

For a channel stationary in frequency and time, the channel correlation

function can be defined as

~;::

R(M, LH) = H (f, t) H(ft M, t t t:, t) (8)

where the long bar indicates an average in the frequency-time plane,

and the asterisk indicates the complex c0njugate of the function. The

fundion R(M, 6t) is not one of frequency, f, or time. t, when H(f, t) is

stationary in these variables, but depenc1s only upon the frequency and

time displacements, 6f and 6 t.

Since fewer independent measurements can be made over the band

of interest at one time than can be made in time at anyone frequency,

10



a
it is convenient to define R(6f,6t) . more explicitly as an integral in the

time domain,

R(M, 6t) =
lim
t-+QO

J

,
t
1

/2-

\ H':'(f, t) H(f + M,
v

-t /2r

t + 6t) dt . (9)

..,,'

The channel scatter function then is defined as the double Fourier

transform on M and 6t of R(M, .Cit),

00 00

s(r, v) =f f R(M, 6t) exp(jZTIrM - j?TIv6t) dM d6t
_Cl:l _ex:>

(10)

At this point, it is convenient to consider dimensions. A continuing

signal expressed as a real function of time has the dimensions of

voltage or current. When it is auto correlated to obtain a correlation

function ( with unit resistance assumed), and the result is Fourier

transformed to obtain a spectrum, the correlation function has the

dimensions of power and the spectrum has the dimensions of power per

unit frequency (power density). In the preceding equations, H(f, t) is not

a signal, but a dimensionless ratio of two amplitude spectrums: con-

sequently, R(M. 6t) is dimensionless. It is convenient, however, to

think of it as a power ratio. The channel scatter function, s(r, v), is

also dimensionle ss, but it is useful to think of it as a power ratio per

unit time per unit frequency. It is the ratio of the channel output power

per unit time delay, r, per unit frequency offset, v, to the channel

input power. If the channel scatter function in (l0) is integrated over

its domain, it is easy to show that

co co

f J s(T, v) dr dv = R(O. 0)
_ eo _Cl:l

11
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and R(O, 0) is thus the ratio af the channel output power to the

channel input power.

If the ratio of the channel output power to the channel input power 1S

set equal to one to define normalized functions, then the normalized

channel correlation function is

R(M, lit) =R(L\f, L\t) / R(O, 0)

and the normalized channel scatter functions is

;(1", v) ,= seT, v)/R(O, 0) .

(12)

(13)

..-

In addition to the previous functions that have been discussed by

other authors, some additional functions describing any stationary time

varying channels can also be defined. Define the channel time-scatter

function as

u(r) =f s(1", v) dv

_00

When (10) is substituted in (14), the latter become s

u(1") ~J1J R(M, iJt) exp(j 2TI1"M-j 2TIvM) dM dllt dv .
_ !Xl _!Xl _ 0:>

(14)

(15)

Equation (15) can be integrated with respect to v and lit, in turn, to_

obtain

u('!") =J" R(M, 0) exp(i ZTI1"M) dM
_l;tI

12
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Then

(17)

-1
where F M means the inverse Fourier transform on 6f. The channel

time scatter function, u("), has the dimension of frequency or inverse

time and can be viewed as a power ratio per unit time. It is the ratio

of the channel output power per unit time delay, ,., .to the channel input

power.

From (13) and (14), the normalized channel time-scatter function is

00

~ (,.) =f ;(,., v) dv = u(1") / R(O, 0)
_00

Define the channel frequency- scatter function as

v(v) = /s(,., v) dT
_00

(18)

(19)

To evaluate (19) for any stationary time-varying channel, substitute

(10) in (19) to obtain

,

v(V) =f f f R(M, 6t) exp(-j2TTV6t+j2n,.M) dM dM dT
_= _00 _=

Now integrate (20) with respect to T and M, in turn, to obtain

00

v(v) =f R(O, M) exp( - j 2rrv6t) d6t
_00

13
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consequently,

v(v)=F [R(O,llt)].
LIt

(22)

The channel frequency-scatter function, v(v), has the dimension of time

or inverse frequency and can be viewed as a power ratio per unit fre

quency, i. e., it is the ratio of the channel output power per unit frequency

offset, v, to the channel input power.

From (13) and (19), the normalized channel frequency-scatter func-

tion is ,
v(v) = Ss(T, v) dT = v(v)/R(O, 0) .

-co

(23)

Now define the channel time delay as the first moment of the normalized

channel time-scatter function,

T = ST u(T) dT , (24)

which has the dimension of time and is a measure of the average time

delay in the channel. To r ela te the channel time delay to the channel cor

relation function, substitute (17) in (18) to obtain

Now substitute (26) in (12) with 6t = 0 and differentiate the result with

F~~ [R(M, O)J = R(O, 0) U(T) .

Then (25) can be written as the direct Fourier transform

r
R(M, 0) = R(O, 0) JU(T) exp( - j2rrMT) dT

-co

(25)

(26)

,
respect to 6f to obtain

14



dR(M,O)
dM

= -j2TT 5T U(T) exp(-j2TTMT) dT

-co

(27 )

If (27) is evaluated at M = 0 and combined with (24),

T =...L[dR(M,O) ]
2TT dM M=O

Now define

<}R(M, 0) = tan-
l

{Im[R(l'lf, 0)] /Re[R(M, O)]}

(28 )

(29)

It can be shown that Re[ R(M, 0)] is an even function with a derivative of

zero at 6f = 0, providing u(T), the inverse Fourier transform of R(M, 0),

decreases at a rate greater than 1/ [T 1
2 as I T I -> co. Under this condition,

and since Im[ R(M, 0)] is an odd function with a zero value at M = 0 and

R(O, 0) = 1, (29) can be differentiated with respect to M and evaluated at

M = 0 to obtain

[
d<}R(M, 0) ]

dM M=O

r dR(6f, 0) ]
= -j L dM M=O

(30)

,
'.'

Substitute (30) in (28) then to obtain

T=.:J:. [o<} R(O, 0) ]
2TT 06f .

In a similar way,/define the channel frequency shift as the first

moment of the normalized channel frequency-scatter function,

~ = SV v(v) dv ,

(31 )

(32)

which has the dimension of frequency and is a measure of the average

frequency offset in the channel. Relate the channel frequency shift to

15



the channel correlation function, in a manner analagous to the develop-

ment of equations (24) through (31), to obtain

v=_1 [O<):R(O, 0) ] •
2IT . oM (33)

Define the channel time spread as two times the square root of the

second central moment of the normalized channel time -scatter function;

co

(34)

-co

which has the dimension of time and is a single-number measure of the

time-scatter on the channel. To relate it to the channel correlation

function, differentiate (27) with respect to 6f and evaluate at M = 0 to

obtain
co

(35)

Now square (34), expand the integrand to three terms, and substitute

(24), (28), and (35) in the result to obtain

2- - 2

(2 )2 = _1 {_ d R(M, 0) + [dR(M, 0) J}
P IT2 d~f2 d~f

M=O
( 36)

It can be shown however that the second derivative of the magnitude of

R (M, 0) with respect to M, at M=O, is

r~R(~f, 0) L] = {d2R(~f, 0) _ [ctR(M' 0) J2} (37)
~ dM M=O dM dM 6£=0

We can then combine (37) with (36) to obtain

2 =.!. [_ ~R(O, 0) 1- Ji
p IT o~~ .

16
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Similarly, define the channel frequency spread as two times the

square root of the second central moment of the normalized channel

fr equency - s catter function,

co

(39)

-co

which has the dimension of frequency and is a single-number measure

of the frequency-scatter on the channel. Relate it to the channel correla-

••J tion function, in a manner that is analogous to the development of

equations (34) through (38), to obtain

20- = .!. [_ ~JR(O, 0) l li-
n dllt2 J (40)

2.2. 3 General Stationary Model

All of the preceding equations apply for any stationary time-varying

channel. To describe the general stationary tapped-delay-line model

with unequally spaced taps (fig. Ib), let us modify them to more explicit

forms. We see that the complex time-varying frequency response of

this model is
n

H(f, t) = I G 1 (t) exp(-j2TTT 1 f) ,

i= 1

(41 )

where Ili" is an integer that numbers the tap or path, T1 is the time

delay on the i-th path, and " n " is the total number of paths. Each

exponential function defines the time delay of a path and is a function of

frequency only, since it does not change with time. Each tap-gain

'1 function, G 1 (t), is a complex function that is constant in frequency but

varies in time; i. e., each tap-gain function varies the amplitude and

phase of each spectral component of the delayed signal at its tap by the

same amount continuously with time.

17
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Equation (41) can be substituted in (9) to obtain the channel correla-

tion function for the general stationary model of figure lb,

The order of integration and summation can be changed to give

R(M, lit)

Now assume that the crosscorrelations between all pairs of tap-gain

functions are zero. For such cases, where ill, the crosscorrelation

(44)R(M, lit)

integral in (43) is zero. For the terms where i =1., the exponential

function preceding the integral becomes one. Then (43) becomes

n t 1 /2
'L- lim I j' ~:~= . exp(-j2TIT i M) .- G i (t)G i (t+6t) dt

t 1 ->co t 1

i= 1 -t 1 /2

(45)
lim 1

Because of its form, the integral in (44) is conveniently defined as

the tap-gain correlation function,

t 1 /2

S G~' (t) G i (t +6t) dt

-t1 /2

which differs from the one given by Gallager (1964). The latter function

is the single Fourier transform on M of R(L'If, 6t) ahd a continuous func

tion of T and lit. It is applicable to a model with a large number of

equally spaced taps as the number of taps approaches infinity. The

definition in (45) is more useful for models with a finite number of

spaced taps.

,

18
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Like R(M, tit}, C i (tit) is dimensionles s, but it can also be viewed

as a power ratio with C i (O) the ratio of the i-th path output power to the

channel input power. The normalized tap-gain correlation function is

defined as

(46)

To continue with R(M, tit}.. when (45) is substituted in (44), the

channel correlation function for the general stationary model of figure Ib

becomes
n

R(M, tit} = l exp( -j2TTT i M) C i (tit) .

i= 1

(47)

The norma.lized channel correlation function, R(M, M), can be obtained

by substituting (47) into (12).

For the general stationary model of figure Ib, define the tap-gain

spectrum for the i-th path as the Fourier transform of the tap-gain

correlation function for the i-th path,

co

(48)

The function Vi (v) has the dimension of time Or inverse frequency and

can be viewed as a power ratio per unit frequency. It is the ratio of

the i-th path output power per unit frequency offset, v, to the channel

input power. The normalized tap-gain spectrum, corresponding to the

normalized tap-gain correlation function, is

(49)

To obtain the channel scatter function for the general stationary

channel model of figure Ib, substitute (47) in (10) to obtain

19



n 0:>

s(r, \J) =I SdM exp[j2rr(r -riMf] Sdllt Cdllt) exp(-j2rr\JM) (50)

i= 1 _0:> _0:>

Equation (48) can be substituted in (50) and the remaining integration

performed to obta in
n

s(r, \J) ='2.., o(r - r i) vi (\J)

i= 1

(51)

The normalized channel scatter function, s(r, \J), for the general stationary •

channel model (fig. lb) can be obtained by substituting (51) in (13).

The channel time-scatter function for figure Ib is obtained when (47),

at lit = 0, is substituted in (16) and the integration performed to give

n

u(r) =LC i (0) o(r -'T i )

i= I

(52)

The normalized channel time-scatter function is obtained by substituting

(52) in (18).

The channel frequency-scatter function for the general stationary

channel model of figure I b is obtained when, at M = 0, we substitute (47)

in (21) and then (48) into the result:

n

v(\J) =l Vi (\J)

i=l

(53)

Substituting (53) in (23) yields the normalized channel frequency-scatter

function.

We can obtain the channel time delay for the general stationary ,

model of figure Ib by substituting (52) in (18) and the result in (24). When

the integration is performed, the resulting channel time delay is

20



n

T = [l/R(O, 0)] I C 1 (0) 1"1 •

i=l

.(54)

co

To specify the channel frequency shift, define for each path the

tap-gain frequency shift as the first moment of the normalized tap-gain

spectrum,

(55)

I,~; which has the dimension of frequency and is a measure of the average

frequency offset on the path. For each path, the tap-gain frequency shift

is related to the tap-gain correlation function by

[
d1 C d O)J.

dM
(56)

It follows that the channel frequency shift is
n

\! = [l/R(O, 0)] ~ C 1 (0) 'J 1

i=l

(57)

The channel time spread for the general stationary tapped-delay-line

model (fig. lb) can be written directly as two times the square root of

the difference between the second moment of the normalized channel time-

scatter function, (52) divided by R(O, 0), and the square of its first

moment, the channel time delay,

,
n

2p = Z{[l/R(O,O)] [I CdO) T 1
2 J-r2 }i.

i=l

(58)

To specify the channel frequency spread, define for each path the

tap-gain frequency spread as two times the square root of the second

central moment of the normalized tap-gain spectrum,
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co 1

= 2 { 5(v - V i )2 Vi (V) dV}"2 , (59)

which has the dimension of frequency and is a single-number measure of

the frequency scatter on the path. For each path, we can relate the tap

gain frequency spread to the tap-gain correlation function by analogy to

(39) and (40) to obtain

1

= 1 [ - d
2 'CJ (0) I. J"2

n dM
(60)

The channel frequency spread then can be written as two times the

square root of the difference between the second moment of the normalized

channel frequency-scatter function and the square of its first moment,

n

i=l i=1 (61)

The first summation in (61) is the second moment of the normalized

channel frequency-scatter function and is the sum of the weighted

second moments of the tap-gain spectrums in terms of their frequency

shifts and frequency spreads. The second summation in (61) is the

corresponding first moment.

2. 3 Specific Models

Specific channel models that have been used by others for the design

and construction of ionospheric channel simulators, with only one known

exception, have been based on the general bandlimited stationary model

shown in figure lb. The single exception (Goldberg et al., 1965) used

50 taps equally spaced over a 5. O-ms delay line (see fig. 1a), where the

bandlimited simulator was nonstationary. Actually, it was not a simula

tor, if the definition of a simulator requires that all functions be
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synthesized, because tape recordings of ionospheric signals were used

to supply the tap-gain functions. It could more properly be called an

ionospheric reproducer or, as described by the authors, a stored

ionosphere.

The other ionospheric simulators used a considerable variety of

specific models. The earliest simulator (Bray et al., 1947) provided

three paths with delay adjustments from zero to 2.0 ms in 30-flS steps.

One tap-gain function was a real constant; the other two were complex

and provided independent linear phase modulation that produced different

fixed frequency shifts in the signal over these two paths. This is

illustrated in figure 2a, where the tap-gain spectrum (the Fourier trans

form of the tap-gain correlation function) for the second or third path,

vi (V), is shown qualitatively. The linear phase modulation results in a

single Dirac delta function of V whose shift from zero is adjustable, as

indicated by the horizontal arrows. Since this model, as well as all

others to be described in figure 2, had individually adjustable path gains,

an ability to adjust the magnit-u.de of the tap-gain spectrum is not indicated

or described.

Another early simulator (Ross and Meyer, 1948) provided two paths

with delay adjustments fr om zero to 3. 0 ms in 100 -fls steps. The tap

gai~ function for one path was a real constant, with a resulting tap-gain

spectrum consisting of a single delta function with zero shift. The

second tap-gain function was a complex constant with a manually. adjust-.

able phase that, after being set, had the same tap-gain spectrum, as

shown in figure 2b.

Law et al. (1957) extended the earlier work of Bray et al. (1947)

to develop a three-path simulator with delay adjustments from zero to

2.0 ms in 30-flS steps. The tap-gain function for each of the three paths

consisted of two independent complex linear -pha s e -modulation terms;
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when two paths were used, each tap-gain function had three independent

linear-phase-ITlodulation terITls. The corresponding tap-gain spectruITls

consisted of either two or three delta functions with adjustable shifts

(fig. 2c).

Freudberg (1965) developed a channel siITlulator having five paths

with adjustable delays up to 3.0 ITlS. Each tap-gain function was a COITl

plex bivariate Gaussian randoITl function with a zero ITlean value and

.-independent quadrature cOITlponents with equal RMS values. Consequently,

each tap-gain function had a Rayleigh aITlplitude distribution and a uniforITl

phase distribution. The tap-gain spectruITl for any path is illustrated in

figure 2d. No provision was ITlade for frequency shifts of the speetrUITl.

Here, as in all the illustrations in figure 2, a dashed rectangle illustrates

a spread spectruITl when the shape of the spectruITl is undefined.

Walker (1965) developed a siITlulator with eight paths with delay

adjustITlents froITl z.ero to 5. 0 ITlS in 40 -~s steps. Each pseudo -randoITl

tap-gain function was real with a Gaussian aITlplitude distribution and

provided aITlplitude ITlodulation only (fig. 2e). No provision was ITlade

for frequency shifts of the spectruITl.

In Clarke's (1965) water-tank siITlulator, a specular signal COITl

ponent was produced by reflection of the sound wave froITl a ITletal rod,

and scatter cOITlponents were produced by ascending air bubbles. The

cOITlplex tap-gain function for the cOITlbination was a constant plus a base

band bivariate Gaussian randoITl function with quadrature cOITlponents

with equal RMS values. In the tap-gain spectruITl (fig. 2f), the delta

function for the specular cOITlponent corresponds to the constant terITl

in the tap-gain function. The speetruITl could not be shifted. While the

siITlulator was not strictly a path of discrete delay, it presuITlably was

approxiITlately so. MoveITlent of the rod behind the bubble streaITl was

used to reduce the specular cOITlponent and control the resulting
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Nakagami -Rice amplitude distribution (Nakagami, 1940; Rice, 1944)

of the tap-gain function. The tap-gain spectrum could be controlled to

some deg:r ee by adjustment of the bubble size and, while several measure

ments of the tap-gain spectrum were obtained, no attempt has been

made to illustrate them in figure 2f.

Zimmerman and Horwitz (1967) developed a simulator with three

paths with delay adjustments from zero to 10 ms in 500-f,ls steps. A

choice of several complex tap-gain functions was provided: linear phase

modulation corresponding to the frequency-shifted delta function in

figure 2g, sinusoidal frequency modulation (not shown), a transient fre

quency shift (also not shown), and a constant plus a baseband bivariate

Gaussian random function with a zero mean value and independent

quadrature components with equal RMS values shown in figure 2g. With

the exception of the spectrum for the linear phase modulation, none of

the tap -gain spectrums could be shifted.

A simulator developed by Klein (1968) provided five paths with delay

adjustments from zero to 21. 3 ms in 20. 8-f,ls steps. Each complex

tap-gain function contained a constant plus a baseband bivariate Gaussian

random function with a zero mean value and independent quadrature

components with equal RMS values. An adjustable linear phase-modula

tion factor was included in the tap-gain function to produce a frequency

shift of the total tap-gain spectrum (fig. 2h).

2.4 Chosen Model

While the choice of the general model of figure lb was relatively

easy, the best choice of specifications for the tap-ga.in functions and

their spectrums was less so. Over the years, many measurements of

the ionosphere have indicated that ionospheric signals suffer Rayleigh

fading. However, most of these measurements were made without
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adeq~ate knowledge of the number of modes or paths present. Near

Rayleigh fading of a multihop signal may be expected even if the fading

o.f the signal on each hop is not Rayleigh. A commonly held view of a

one-hop signal is that it consists of a constant-amplitude component

plus a Rayleigh-fading scatter component that results in a composite

Nakagami-Rice amplitude distribution. However, measurements by

Balser and Smith (1962) on individual one-hop modes showed that the

majority produced Rayleigh fading, and this is substantia ted by measure

ments of Boys (1968). While there is evidence that significant constant

amplitude components may exist in high rays (Balser and Smith, 1962),

the low probability of receiving high rays implies that significant constant

amplitude components would rarely be seen.

We believed, therefore, that the best choice for tap-gain functions

in the specific channel model would be independent baseband complex

bivariate Gaussian random functions with zero mean values and quadra

ture components with equal RMS values, so that signals on each path in

the model would have independent fading with a Rayleigh amplitude dis

tribution and a uniform phase distribution. As shown in section 5,

this specification for the tap-gain functions was valid for the measured

channels.

In addition to deciding that the tap-gain functions would have a Rayleigh

amplitude distribution and a uniform phase distribution, the speet rums

of the tap-gain functions had to be specified. Since the ionosphere can

introduce frequency shifts on signals, as well as fading that results in

frequency spreads, such shifts had to be included in the tap-gain spec

trums. Also, two magnetoionic components of a mode can produce

different frequency shifts, and the difference of the two shifts can at

times be greater than the frequency spreads of the magneto ionic com

ponents (Davies, 1962). We therefore decided that the tap-gain spectrums,
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in general, would need two COITlponents--one for each ITlagnetoionic COITl

ponent. It was also necessary to specify the shapes of the tap-gain

spectruITl for the two magnetoionic components, since it is known that

these shapes can have a considerable influence on the distortion char

acteristics of a channel. Bello and Nelin (1962.) did a theoretical analysis

on the performance of digital communication systems for a single -path

Rayleigh-fading channel with two different tap-gain correlation functions,

an exponential and a Gaussian. The corresponding tap-gain spectrums

were a single -pole -filter spectrum of the form 1/ (1 + Sl va) and a

Gaussian spectrum of the form exp( - S2 v2
)~respectively. For constants

Sl and S2 that gave equal half-power spectrum bandwidths, they showed

that the single-pole-filter spectrum gave substantially greater signal

distortion and higher probability of error than did the Gaus sian spectrum.

This is not unexpected, since the skirts on the single -pole -filter spec

trum decay much less rapidly than the skirts on the Gaussian spectrum.

The selection of the correct specification for the shapes of the magneto

ionic components of the tap-gain spectrums therefore was quite important.

Because data were not available on the spectrum shapes of typical

magnetoionic components, we decided rather arbitrarily to specify that

the shape of the tap-gain spectrum for each of the two magnetoionic

components would be Gaussian. 1£ subsequent measurements and analyses

showed this choice to be invalid, a more suitable second choice could be

made, but as section 5. shows, our choice was a good one and did not

need revision.

To be explicit, the specific channel modei that we selected had

independent tap-gain functions, each of which is defined by

G si (t) = G~ia (t) exp(j2TTv sia t) + G~ib (t) exp(j2TTv sib t),. (62)
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where the "Sl! subscripts designate quantities for the stati"stical channel

model (as opposed to measured or other quantities to be described later),

the "i" subscripts denote the path number, and the "a" and "b l
' subscripts

identify the magnetoionic components. G~1a (t) and G~1b (t) are sample

functions of two independent complex Gaussian stationary ergodic random

proces ses, each with zero mean values and independent quadrature com

ponents with equal RMS values. Specifically, if G~ia (t) is defined in terms

of its real and imaginary components by

then g~1a and §~ia have a joint probability density function

(63)

1
P(g~ia' g~ib) = G (0)TT aia

,2 + gl2

[
~aia =s1a ]

exp --- ,
Gaia (0)

(64)

where G sia (0) is the autocorrelation function of G~1a (t) exp (j2TT VSia t) .at

zero displacement (6f= 0) and specifies the ratio of the channel output

power deliver ed. by the magneto ionic component to the channel input

power. With a suitable change in the "a" subscripts, (63) and (64) also

apply to G~ib (t).
,'-

To explain the exponential factors in (62), consider E[G~';a(t) G~ia(t+M)].

When this autocorrelation function is computed in terms of the real and

imaginary components in (63), the cross products will have zero averages

because the real and imaginary components are independent. The resulting

correlation function will be real and have even symmetry about M = O.

Its Fourier transform, the spe<;:trum of G~ia (t), must then have even

symmetry about v = O. The same is true for G~ib (t), and the primes in

(62), (63), and (64) indicate the functions have spectrums with even sym

metry about v = O. Therefore, the exponential factors in (62) were
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incorporated to provide the desired frequency shifts, V Ua and v sib' for

the magneto ionic components in the tap-gain spectrum.

The tap-gain correlation function corresponding to (62) is

(65)

and the tap-gain spectrum is

where

1

[C sia (0)/(2TTa;ia )2] exp[ - (v - V eia)2 /(2cr:ia)]

1

+ [C Sib (0)/(2TTa~ib )2] exp[ - (v - V Sib)2 /(2a~1b)]

C Si (0) = C sia (0) + CUb (0) ,

, (66)

(67)

and aSia and a sib are the standard deviations of the two Gaussian com

ponents of the spectrum. A graphical representation of a tap-gain spectrum

is shown in figure 3a. In general, the two Gaus sian components in a tap

gain spectrum have different power ratios, frequency shifts, and frequency

spreads. There are times, however, when the shifts and spreads of the

two magnetoionic components in an ionospheric channel are approximately

equal, when the two components are effectively one. For these times,

C Sib (0) becomes zero in (62) and (65) through (67), and the l1 a ll subscript

is dropped, causing the tap-gain spectrum to appear as in figure 3b.

Throughout the remainder of the report, the term statistical channel

model designates the specific channel model defined by figure 1band

equations (62) through (67) above. The term bivariate Gaussian hypothesis

refers to the assumption that each tap-gain function in this model is a
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complex bivariate Gaussian random function with a zero mean value and

quadrature components with equal RMS values, as defined by (62) through

(64). The term independence hypothesis ~efers to the assumption that

the tap-gain functions are independent, and the term Gaus sian spectrum

hypothesis refers to the assumption that each tap-gain spectrum in the

model in general consists of the sum of two Gaussian functions with dif

ferent power ratios, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads, as defined

by (66) and (67).

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUE

3. 1 Method

To experimentally confirm the validity and accuracy of the proposed

statistical channel model, we needed specifically designed measurements

and analyses to test:

(a) The validity of the bivariate Gaus sian hypothesis for each

path in the statistical channel model,

(b) The validity of the independence hypothesis.

(c) The validity of the Gaussian spectrum hypothesis.

(d) The bandwidth limitation on the statistical channel model

imposed by ionospheric paths with nonzero time spreads; i. e. ,

the accuracy of the statistical channel model.

One might attempt these tests by comparing statistical characteristics

of the statistical channel model with corresponding characteristics of

the measured ionospheric channel. Let the subscript "m" be used to

designate quantities in the measured ionospheric channel. One might

choose the parameters for each of the paths in the statistical channel

(time delays, power ratios, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads) so
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that R s (6£, 6t) was a best fit to R m (6£, 6t) and use the accuracy of the fit

on the 6£ axis to check (d) and on the 6t axis to check (c). The amplitude

and phase distributions of H m (f, t) could be examined to see if they were

Rayleigh and uniform,respectively, as a check on (a). However, this

method would have serious limitations: it would not be possible to test

(b) and the accuracy of the test on (c) would suffer when several paths

existed because the individual tap-gain correlation functions in (47)

would be masked by each other; in the test on (a), near -Rayleigh fading

and uniform phase distributions for H m (f, t) might easily be obtained when

several paths exist, even though one or more of the individual ionospheric

paths did not exhibit Rayleigh fading and a uniform phase distribution.

It can be seen that better tests could be made if the time-varying

characteristics of each ionospheric mode were available. Each G mi (t)

could be examined to test (a) and they could be crosscorrelated to test

(b). The optimum tap-gain spectrums could be obtained by fitting their

inverse Fourier transforms, C Si (6t), to e mi (6t) to satisfy (c), and

R s (6£,0) could be compared to R m (6£, 0) to test (d). Unfortunately, it is

not possible to do this because [Gmi (t)} do not exist. Since each path in

the ionospheric channel always has some nonzero time spread (even

though it might be quite small), the time-varying response on each path

is a function of frequency, f, as well as time, t. However, the statis

tical model in figure lb has discrete paths whose tap-gain functions are

independent of frequency. To fit and test each path in the statistical

model by comparing it with the corresponding path in the ionospheric chan

nel requires that the fit and comparison be made to an approximation of

the ionospheric path response that is independent of frequency. This is

not a serious limitation, however, if the fits are made at one frequency

or over a band that is much smaller than the reciprocal of the time spread

on the mode, in which the ionospheric path response is nearly constant
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with frequency. The fact that the fit is restricted to SOITle bandwidth

does not restrict the subsequent testing of (c) to the saITle bandwidth; it

can be ITlade over any band.

1£ the ITleasured response of each path in the ionosphere is approx

iITlated by a function that is constant with frequency, the set of these

functions define a deterITlinistic channel ITlodel with discrete paths.

Because the paths are discrete, the deterITlinistic channel ITlodel has the

saITle .forITl as the statistical channel ITlodel in figure 1b, and both are

specified by (41). Since [Gd1 (t)} are those deterITlinistic tap-gain func

tions that ITlake H d (f, t) an accurate deterITlinistic approxiITlation of H m (f, t)

(for a sufficiently sITlall bandwidth), [Gd1 (t}} ITlay be analyzed to test (a)

and (b). For each path, the statistical channel paraITleters can be selected

to obtain a best fit between C S1 (6t) and Cdi (M) (or the corresponding tap

gain spectruITls), and the accuracy of the fit used to test (c). The ITlethod

of testing (d) can vary according to the ITleasuring technique.

We exaITlined three ITleasuring techniques which ITlight be used to

obtain the data required to specify the deterITlinistic channel and test the

validity and accuracy of the statistical channel ITlodel:

(A) TiITle -doITlain ITleasureITlents. An accurate refer ence sinusoid

would be amplitude modulated to obtain coherent pulses (- 50 ~s) with

Gaussian envelopes that would be transITlitted at a regular rate (- 200 Hz)

less than the reciprocal of the expected differences in the propagation

times of the modes but greater than the maximuITl frequency shifts and

. spreads that might be expected on the ITlodes. The pulses received over

each mode would be separated by a time gate and the spectral component

at the "carrier" (reference) frequency, fe, would be separated with a

. narrowband filter (- 20 Hz wide). The filtered CW signal would be

measured against an accurate local reference to obtain Gdi (t) exp( -j2TTfe T i}.
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Since T i would be known from the gate delay setting, the exponential

factor could be removed to leave Gdi (t), which could be analyzed to test

(a), (b), and (c). For each mode, two or more additional narrowband

filters would be used to obtain similar measurements on spectral com-

ponents of the gated received pulses near the edges of the pulse spectrum

(- 10 kHz wide). The resulting functions could be crosscorrelated with

each other and the "carrier" function to test (d).

(B) Frequency-domain measurements. A number of CW signals

with equal amplitudes and equal adjacent spacings over a 10 -kHz band

could be generated from a common accurate reference and transmitted.

Each received CW signal would be separately filtered with a narrowband

filter (- 20 Hz wide) and compared against an accurate local reference to

obtain H m(fk , t), the time-varying frequency response of the ionospheric

medium at the frequencies of the transmitted signals. The subscript I'k"

is an integer that numbers the transmitted signals. Now let a preliminary

deterministic channel be specified by

n

Hm(fk,t) = ~ G~\(t) exp[ -j2TTT~'(t) f k ] ,

i=l

(68)

where T~I(t)can vary with time. Equation (68) represents one equation for

each frequency of measurement, f k . The equations are nonlinear in the

unknown quantities, G~'1 (t) and T".' (t). If 2n or more frequencies of

measurement are used, the set can be solved simultaneously at any time,

t, by Prony' s method (Hildebrand, 1956). If sets of solutions are obtained

repeatedly at a regular rate greater than the maximum frequency shift

and frequency spread of the modes, the resulting solutions are time-

sampled versions of the desired solutions. For each path, the time

varying solutions for T; I (t) could be averaged to obtain a constant T1 .

Then for each frequency of measurement, f k , numerical values of
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H m Uk, t), (T 1 }, and f k could be used in

n

H m (fk , t) = I G d1 (t) exp( -j2TIT 1 f k )

i= I

(69)

to form a set of equations, one equation for each f k • The set of linear

equations could be solved repeatedly at equally spaced times to obtain

solutions for (Gd1 (t)}. The latter solutions for the tap-gain functions in

the deterministic channel model could be analyzed to test (a), (b), and

(c). For each path, Gd1 (t) could be autocorrelated at tit = 0 to obtain

Cdl (0). Then (Cd1 (O)} and (T l } could be used in (47) to obtain R d (6£,0).

The parameter s of the statistical channel model, which would be obtained

in testing (c), could be used to compute R s (6£,0) which could be compared

with R d (6£,0) to test (d).

(C) Hybrid time - and frequency-domain measurements. An accurate

reference would be amplitude modulated to obtain coherent pulses

(~ 50 f.ls) with Gaussian envelopes at a regular rate (~ 200 Hz). The

same reference also would be used to generate a number of CW signals

of equal amplitudes with unequal adjacent frequency spacings that were

integral multiples of the pulse rate. The frequencies of the CW signals

would coincide with the frequencies of some of the spectral components

0.£ the pulses, but would be considerably larger in amplitude. The phase

locked pulses and CW signals would be added and transmitted. At the

receiver, a multiple-notch filter would remove the strong CW signals

from the pulse spectrum. The remaining slightly distorted pulse signal

would be envelope detected and compared with an accurate local reference

to measure (T 1}, the time-delays of the modes. Each of the strong CW

signals would be separated in a narrowband filter (- 20 Hz wide) and com

pared against the local reference to obtain H m Uk' t) at each of the frequencies

of measurement. Then (T 1 } and H mUk' t) could be used in (66) to form a
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set of linear equations that could be solved simultaneously at equally

spaced times to obtain solutions for {Gd1 (t)}. The latter solutions for

the tap-gain functions in the deterministic channel model and the time

delays, {T 1}, could then be used as in method (B) to test (a), (b), and

(c ).

In selecting one of the three methods, (A), (B), or (C), we weighed

their relative advantages and disadvantages. All thr ee would requir e

very accurate references at the transmitter and receiver. Since a spec

trum resolution of 10-3 Hz or less was desired, measurements at an HF

frequency of about 10 7 Hz would require reference accuracies of 1 X 10-10

or better. The equipment complexity and specifications on accuracy and

stability were also comparable, and no one of the three methods was

particularly advantageous in these respects. Their capabilities on

measured signal-to-noise ratios however did differ significantly. With.

out going into the details of the calculations, we estimated that methods

(B) and (C) had signal-to-noise ratio advantages over method (A) of about

8 dB and 11 dB,respectively. Methods (B) and (C) would require repeated

solutions of simultaneous equations demanding additional computer time,

but the added computer costs would be negligible.

When methods (B) and (C) were compared, we found that method (C)

would be advantageous because half as many CW signals would be required

for a given number of modes. More important, in method (C) the CW

signals do not have to be equally spaced in frequency, allowing a greater

number of difference frequencies between the various pairs of CW signal

frequencies and allowing the channel correlation functions, R m(llf, t>t) and

R d (llf, t>t), to be computed at more values of llf. Also, if the smallest

adjacent spacing of the unequally spaced tones is less than the reciprocal

maximum differential propagation times of the modes, no ill-conditioned

coefficient matrices can occur in the simultaneous solutions. In method
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(B), an ill-conditioned matrix occurs when the uniform adjacent spacings

of the tones are equal to an integral multiple of the reciprocal of the

differential propagation times of any pair of TI1odes.

Because we believed method (C) to be superior to methods (A) and

(B), all factors considered, we selected this hybrid time- and frequency

domain method of measuring ionospheric channels.

3.2 Equipment

With the choice of the hybrid time - and frequency-doTI1ain TI1ethod of

making ionospheric channel measurements, selection of the pulse duration

and recurrence rate and the number, frequency spacings, and phasings

of the tones became necessary. Because two 12-kHz channel assignments

were available, the Gaussian transmitter pulse duration was set at 53 ~s

between the - 4. 35-dB points on the pulse envelope, corresponding to

the ± one-sigma time values. The resulting transmitter pulse spectrum

was 12 kHz wide at the - 4. 35-dB values of the Gaussian spectrum. A

pulse rate of 200 Hz was selected, which allowed 5.0 ms between suc

cesive pulses, more than the expected differential propagation times of

the modes. While it was desirable to use as TI1any tones as possible to

maximize the detail in the measurements, the complexity of the equip

ment increased with the number of tones, and a practical compromise

was required. Because each of the received tones had to be tape recorded

at a low intermediate frequency (IF), and a 14-track analog tape recorder

was available, 11 tones were used. Two of the three remaining tracks

were used for reference signals and the third for the detected received

pulses.

In selecting the frequencies and phases of the 11 tones, we imposed

several restrictions:
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(a) The tone frequencies each had to coincide with a spectral

component of the pulses; i. e., be spaced at an integral multiple

of 200 Hz from the carrier frequency, f e •

(b) The amplitude spectrum of the 11 tones must be symmetrical

about the carrier to simplify the generating process.

(c) Adjacent spacings of the tones should be lowest near the center

of the band and greatest toward the edges of the band. If poor

fits of H d (f, t) to H m (f, t) occured when all 11 tones were used, be

cause of excessive time spread on the modes, {its at reduced

bandwidths with fewer tones could be accomplished with a mini

mum sacrifice in the number of tones used.

(d) Consistent with requirement (c), tone spacings should be

chosen to maximize the number of different frequency spacings,

when all combinations of the tones taken two at a time were con

sidered.

(e) The phasing of each tone relative to the central carrier tone

should be restricted to plus and minus cosine functions, measured

relative to the peaks of the pulses, so that intermodulation pro

ducts generated in the slightly nonlinear transmitter would either

be in phase or IT radians out of phase with respect to the desired

tones. This restriction was imposed to minimize phase dis

tortion of the multiple -tone spectrum.

(f) Tone and pulse phasings should be chosen, consistent· with (e),

to maximize the average-to-peak power ratio.

When all the above requirements were considered and an optimum

selection was made, the power spectrum of the combined pulse and tone

signals was that in figure 4a, where the power levels of the spectral

components are shown relative to the peak power of the composite signal.
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The tone frequencies relative to the central carrier tone are 0, ± 0.2,

±1.0, ±1.6, ±3.2, and±4.8kHz. Ifk=l, 2,3, '" llarethenum

bers designating the 11 tones from the lowest to the highest frequency,

then all were plus cosine functions except tones 3 and 9, which were

minus cosine functions. The pulse was also a minus cosine function

with a peak power about ,6 dB greater than the peak power of the com

posite waveform. Figure 4b is a photograph of an oscilloscope display

of the total composite transmitter signal as a function of time; the trans

mitter pulse occurs at-t = 0 and 5 ms.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the transmitting equipment. A cesium

beam frequency standard with an accuracy of about I X 10-11 drove a

specially built reference chassis that divided the I-MHz reference fre

quency to develop three accurate pulse trains with recurrence rates of

0.2, 0.-2, and 1. 6 kHz. The firsto£ the two O. 2-kHz pulse trains drove

two bandpass filters centered at 0.2 and 1. 0 kHz, each of which separated

a spectral component at its center frequency. Each filter delivered a

cosine function with adjustable amplitude and phase. The 1. 6-kHz pulse

train was used to generate adjustable cosine functions at 1. 6, 3.2, and

4.8 kHz in a similar manner. The second O. 2-kHz pulse train drove a

baseband seven-pole filter that delivered negative near -Gaussian pulses

of adjustable amplitude at a O. 2-kHz rate. The timing of the first

0.2 -kHz and the 1. 6-kHz pulse trains were delayed from that of the sec

0nd O. 2-kHz pulse train by an adjustable amount, so that the baseband

Gaussian pulse could be synchronized with the concurrent peaking of the

five baseband cosine functions. The pulse signal and four of the five

baseband cosine signals were summed with a DC signal for the carrier

tone at one input of an operational amplifier. The 1. '6-kHz cosine func

tion drove the other input, which provided summing with a phase reversal.

The summed baseband signals then drove a multiplier (double-balanced
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modulator), which was also driven by a signal at the RF carrier fre

quency. The cesium-beam standard drove a £r equency synthesizer that

delivered either of the two required carrier frequencies. The product

of the baseband and carrier signals was the desired composite RF signal-.

After initial adjustment of the pulse timing and the tone amplitudes,

no additional calibrations of this type were neces sary. Periodic calibra

tions of the tone phasings was done by switching on successively larger

numbers of tones. For each combination, a phase adjustment was made

to the last tone added to obtain the required t:iJne symmetry in the envelope

of the composite RF signal as a function of time. It is estimated that the

error components in each tone were at least 30 dB below the magnitudes

of the tones.

The composite output signal from the multiplier drove two cascaded

untuned linear di,stributed amplifiers. These in turn were followed by a

two-stage 500-W linear amplifier and a high-power (FRT-22) linear

transmitter. However, the expected 50-kW peak power was not available

during the ionospheric channel measurements because of a defective

component in the final amplifier that could not be replaced in time for

the measurements. The peak power of the signal delivered to the antenna

during the measurements was about 5 kW.

The antennas at the transmitting and receiving sites were identical,

except that the transmitting antenna could handle greater power. Both

were sloping-V antennas whose specifications were selected to obtain a

main lobe with a vertical angular width as large as practical for the two

frequencies of operation, to obtain all modes of propagation that the

medium could sustain. The theoretical vertical patterns near the two·

frequencies of operation are plotted in figure 6, with typical elevation

angles for several modes.
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Figure 7 is a block diagram of the receiving system designed and

built for the present task. In the RF shassis, the composite received

signal was passed through a three-pole maximally flat-amplitude band

pass LC filter with a 3-dB bandwidth of 200 kHz. The LC filter was

followed by a wideband amplifier with a 23 -dB gain and a crystal filter

having a near-Gaussian frequency response (and impulse response) with

a bandwidth of 20 kHz. A rubidium frequency standard having an accuracy

of about 1 x 10-11 drove a frequency synthesizer that delivered an accurate

first-Iocal-oscillator signal to the balanced mixer in the RF chassis, con

verting the RF signal to an IF signal with a carrier frequency of lOa. 080

kHz.

The lOa-kHz first IF signal followed two paths. In the first path

through the pulse chassis, an II-notch filter supressed the 11 strong

tones to deliver slightly distorted received pulses. The ~istortion ap

peared as spurious puIs es at various time delays with amplitudes about

25 dB below the true pulses and did not cause any significant difficulty.

The pulses were then filter ed in a five -pole LC bandpas s filter with a

near-Gaussian response and a 12-kHz bandwidth between the - 4. 35-dB

points. The resulting filtered near -Gaus sian pulses, which had been

stretched to about 75-fls duration by the filtering, were amplified and

detected. The detected pulses were fed to an oscilloscope with a much

shorter calibration pulse, where an intensity presentation was recorded

on continuously moving 35-mm film. The detected pulses with the cali

brating pulses were also fed to a second oscilloscope, not shown in

figure 7, for a conventional amplitude vs. time display that was used to

obtain periodic measurements of the pulse delays.

The second path followed by the lOa-kHz first-IF signal was through

the second-mixer chassis. The composite signal was passed through a

low-pass filter with a 300-kHz cutoff frequency, which suppressed the
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already reduced first-local-oscillator signal. The unmodified composite

signal was then added to a second-local-oscillator signal that consisted

of a number of equal-amplitude sinusoids with frequencies that were

integral multiples of 0.2 kHz. To generate the spectrum, a I-MHz sig-

nal from the rubidium frequency standard was passed through a continuously

adjustable phase shifter to a chain of dividers in the reference chassis

which delivered short pulses at an accurate recurrence rate of 0.2 kHz.

The timing of this receiver reference waveform could be adjusted rela-

tive to the transmitter timing by adjustment of the phase shifter. The

spectrum of the O. 2-kHz pulse train consisted of discrete components at

integral multiples of 0.2 kHz from zero to more than 1 MHz. This local

oscillator spectrum was added to the composite signal spectrum and the

sum passed through a two-pole maximally flat-amplitude filter with a

l6-kHz bandwidth centered on 100 kHz. The filter output was amplified

and fed-to 11 parallel second-mixer channels. Since the composite

received signal was heterodyned.in the first mixer so that the carrier

tone (k = 6) had a frequency of 100.080 kHz and the local oscillator spec

trum components had frequencies that were integral multiples of 0.2 kHz,

each of the 11 tones in the composite IF signal was located 80 Hz higher

than a component of the local oscillator spectrum. Each of the 11 signal

tone-local oscillator component pairs, with their 80-Hz spacings, were

separa ted from the total spectrum by a single bandpas s crystal filter

with a bandwidth of about 150 Hz. A single filter was used for each

signal tone-local oscillator pair to minimize the differential phase shifts

caused by changing filter temperatures. Had separate signal tone -local

oscillator filters been used, considerably tighter .filter specifications

would have been required. Each crystal filter suppressed unwanted

components by more than 60 dB. Each signal tone -local oscillator pair

was fed to a second mixer that multiplied the pair. Each 80 -Hz difference
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component was separated with a two-pole maximally flat-amplitude

bandpass filter with a 35-Hz 3-dB bandwidth centered at 80 Hz. Each

of the 11 resulting 80-Hz second-IF tones was then. amplified and delivered

to 11 channels of a 14-channel tape recorder for FM recording at 7. 5 in./sec.

For final detection of the II recorded tones when the tape was played

back, 80-Hz "sine" and !!cosine" square waves were also generated from

the rubidium frequency standard in the reference chanssis. The 80-Hz

"sine" and "cosine!! square waves were added to form a composite ref

erence signal that was FM recorded on two of the 14 channels of the tape

recorder. Since the tape recorder had two record heads, one for odd

numbered tracks and one for even-numbered, the composite reference

signal was recorded near the center of the tape on both an odd-numbered

track and an even-numbered track. On playback, to minimize wow-and

flutter distortion, the odd-numbered reference signal was used for

detecting tones from the odd-numbered tracks and the even-numbered

refer.ence signal for detecting tones from the even-numbered tracks.

The rather low second IF of 80 Hz was chosen with this requirement in

mind.

Upon playback, " sine" and "cosine" reference square waves were

reconstructed from each of the two composite reference signals. Each

of the II played-back tones was fed to two switching detectors via a very

broad bandpass filter (3-dB points at 20 and 300 Hz), which eliminated

the higher requency noise from the tape recorder. The switching de

tectors were driven by the appropriate "sine" and "cosine" square waves.

The output signal from each switching detector passed through a three

pole maximally flat-amplitude low-pas s active RC filter with a 7. 7 -Hz

3-dB cutoff frequency. For each tone, the two baseband output signals

from the active filters were the real and imaginary components of

H m (fk , t).
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The 80-Hz IF signals delivered by the second-mixer chassis also

were fed to II parallel channels in the amplitude-monitor chassis. Each

of the 80-Hz signal tones was amplified and half-wave rectified. The

magnitude of each rectified signal, averaged over a fraction of a second,

was monitored by a separate panel meter. Each rectified signal tone

also drove a single-pole low-pass RC filter with selectable time constants

of 100 and 1000 sec. A single high-impedance electrometer was used

during the ionospheric channel measurements to measure and chart-

record the long-term (1000 sec) average of the magnitude of one signal

tone to obtain a visual record of slow channel-gain changes. Periodically,

the electrometer was used to measure similar quantities for all II tones

for a written record. One of the II signal tones was also envelope de-

tected and passed through a three-pole, low-pass LC filter with a 10-Hz

cutoff frequency to a chart recorder to obtain a visual record of the short

term fading conditions on the ionospheric channel.

The O. 2-kHz second-Iocal-oscillator pulse-train was also used to

synchronize the oscilloscopes and to trigger a 2-ns pulse generator (not

shown in fig. 7). Since the 2-ns pulses occurred at the O. 2-kHz reference

rate, they contained spectral components at integral multiples of 0.2 kHz

over the entire HF spectrum. This signal was fed to the receiver input

at a suitable level to periodically calibrate the receiving system. Calibra

tion adjustments included the amplitudes of the first- and second-local

oscillator signals, the amplitude of each first-IF signal tone, the amplitude

and phase of each second-IF signal tone, the tape recorder, and the

amplitude and phase of each of the 22 low-pass post-detection filters.

For each tone, the level of the error component was about - 55 dB rela

tive to the magnitude of the signal tone at the time of calibration and was

found to hold over long periods (many days) to better than - 45 dB. When

tests were originally made to determine the wow-and-flutter error
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introduced by the tape recorder, the error components were at a - 45-dB

level relative to the tones at the time of the recording. We subsequently

found that with repeated playback of the tape, stretching and permanent

deformation of the tape caused the error components to increase to

nearly - 30 dB. Had a digital tape recorder been available for use at the

receiving site at the time of the ionospheric channel measurements, the

11 second-IF signal tones could have been fed directly from the second-

mixer chassis to the detector chassis, to eliminate the analog tape

recorder. The 22 baseband output signals could then have been con

verted to digital form and recorded at the time of the measurements to

maintain a - 45-dB error level. However, the - 30 -dB limitation imposed

by the analog tape recorder did not significantly limit the accuracy of the

channel measurements, as will be seen later, since the errors in the

fits of H d (f, t) to H m (f, t) were nearly always higher than the receiver

errors because of the nonzero time spreads on the ionospheric modes.

Before making ionospheric channel measurements with the specially

designed transmitting-receiving system, we tested the accuracy of the

entire system (excluding the higher level linear amplifiers in the trans-

"mitter) in the laboratory. Two discrete nonfading paths with different

propagation times were simulated by adding the receiver calibrating

signal to the low-level transmitter output signal to form a simulated two

path received 'signal. An analog recording of the second-IF tones was

made and subsequently fed through the detector chassis whose 22 baseband

output signals were converted to digital form and tape-recorded in a

computer-compatible format. The digital tape was then processed in the

same way as subsequent measurements of the ionospheric channel. From

the results of these analyses and a prior knowledge of the simulated

channel, we could determine the overall accuracy of the measuring system.

Overall errors were below a level of - 30 dB relative to the true values.
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3. 3 Measurements

Following the laboratory test on the accuracy of the transmitting

receiving system, the transmitting system was installed at the ESSA

field site at Long Branch, Illinois (40" 13' N, 90 °01' W). Tests were made

with the receiving system at the transmitting site to insure that the com

plete transmitting system, including the high-level linear amplifiers and

antenna, was operating satisfactorily. Nonlinearity in the higher level

amplifiers did not measurably degrade the performance of the system.

The receiving system was then installed at the ESSA field site at Table

Mountain, about 10 miles north of Boulder, Colorado (40 0 08' N, 105 0 14 1 W),

which provided a great-circle distance of 1,294 km. between the trans

mitting and receiving sites.

Following a brief period of familiarization, the transmitting-receiving

system was operated on the two assigned frequencies of 5.864 MHz and

9.259 MHz. The lower frequency was used at night and the higher fre

quency during the day. In both cases, the operating frequency was

sufficiently below the predicted maximum usable frequency to make it

probable that both one- and two-hop modes would be seen.

The transmitting -receiving system wa s operated continuously during

the three periods shown in table 1. During each period, both the trans

mitter and receiver were calibrated about once every hour. Between

calibration periods and times required for tape rewinding, tape recordings

of the ionospheric channel measurements were made; the total recording

times are shown in table 1. Over 7 hours of recorded ITleasureITlents were

obtained at night on 5.864 MHz and nearly 10 hours in daytiITle on 9.259 MHz.
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Table 1. Summary of Measurements

Date
1967

7 November
9-10 November
30 November

Frequency
MHz

9.259
5.864
9.259

HoursMST

12:10-19:07
22:05-08:50
07:25-15:40

Record Time

5:09
7: 18
4:43

'.

The continuous strip-film photographs of the oscilloscope intensity

display of the received pulses, chart recordings of tone amplitudes, and

written data taken at the time of the measurements were analyzed to

determine what portions of the data appeared most suitable for analysis.

Twelve intervals were chosen that seemed most nearly stationary in terms

of fading rates, modal time delays, and average powers in the modes.

The analog tape recordings for these intervals were fed to the receiver

detector chassis (fig. 7). The resulting 22 baseband analog output sig

nals were then converted to digital sequences by the Ionospheric Tele

communication Laboratory's analog-to-digital (A-D) converter and tape

recorded in a digital format suitable for the ESSA Cj)C - 3800 CC)lTIputer.

The sequence rate was either 3.125 or 6.25 Hz and was well above the

Nyquist rate in all cases. Portions of three of these converted intervals,

from both day and night measurements, were subsequently analyzed with

computer programs prepared for this purpose.

In the remainder of the report, the portions of the intervals that

were analyzed will be called samples, and will be designated II, 12, and

13. In the analyses, values of the modal tiITle delays for each saITlple

were constant and were obtained from the pulse measurements of the

ionospheric channel.
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4. ANALYTICAL METHODS

Since the A-D conversion process changed H m(fk , t) from a set of

continuous functions in time to a set of sequences in time, it is desirable

to change the notation. In each of the samples, Il, 12, and 13, let

t m =time duration of the sample, and

m a=actual number of values of H m (fk , t) that ar e obtained

in the A-D conversion for each f k .

Then the values of time, t r , for which values in the sequence have been

obtained are

(70)

It is convenient to divide the analyses of each sample into three

parts:

(a) The deterministic fit, in which the frequency response of

the deterministic channel, H d (fk , t r ), was fitted by least squares to

the frequency response of the measured ionospheric channel,

H mUk' t r ), repeatedly for successive values of t;, to obtain solu

tions for the optimum tap-gain functions, [G d1 (t r )}, in the

deterministic channel. We also examined the accuracy of this

fit.

(b) The statistical fit, in which each tap-gain correlation func-

tion for the statistical channel model, C Si (M), was fitted by least

squares to the corresponding tap-gain function for the deterministic

channel, C di (M), to obtain solutions for the optimum parameters

in the statistical channel model. To test (d) on page 30, we then

examined the resulting accuracy with which the statistical chan-

nel model fit the measured ionospheric channel.
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(c) The hypothesis tests, in which the amplitude and phase dis

tributions of the deterministic tap-gain functions, [Gd1 (t r »,
were submitted to suitable statistical tests to determine the

validities of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis a.nd the inde-

pendence hypothesis. The error in the fit of C Si (6t) to C d1 (6t)

was also tested to determine the validity of the Gaussian spec

trum hypothesis. These tests satisfied (a), (b), and (c) on

page 30.

The methods used in these three parts of the analyses are described

below.

4. I Deterministic Fit

The deterministic fit of H d (fk , t r ) to H m(fk' t r ) in frequency at each

time, t r , was done by least squares as described in appendix A. In gen

eral, not all the 11 frequencies of measurement, f k , were used; better

fits could be obtained over a limited central portion of the frequency

band than over the entire band, and the bandwidth over which a good fit

could be achieved depended upon the time spread on each of the modes

in the ionospheric channel. For each time, t r , the fit provided numer

ical solutions for "nil values of Gdi (t r ), one for each path "ill ; all the

successive sets of solutions provided "nil sequences in time, [Gdi (t r )} 

one sequence for each path "i" for values of 0 $ t r $ t m•

The solutions for [Gd1 (t r )} were used to compute the frequency

response of the deterministic chann~l from a minor modification of (41),

n

Hd(fk,t r ) =I Gdi(t r ) exp(-j2nT i f k )

i= 1
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The accuracy with which the deterministic channel was fit to the

measured ionospheric channel was then determined in two ways. In the

first method, an error function was defined by and computed from

(72)

For each frequency, f k , we computed the ratio of the RMS value of

IE(fk , t r ) I in time to the corresponding RMS value of IH m(fk , t r ) I in time

r...! ~a -* J±
~-a ~ H m (fk , t r ) H m (fk , t r )

r=l

from rna .!.

ld:
a
LE;:~(fk' t r ) E(fk , t r )r

E(f
k

) r_=l _

H m(fk )
(73)

which served as a time average of the accuracy of the deterministic fit

with frequency.

In the second method for determining the accuracy of the fit, we

compared the channel correlation functions for the ionospheric and

deterministic channels. An estimate of the channel correlation function

for the ionospheric channel, along the frequency and time axes, M and

6t, were obtained from modifications of (9),

where

rnaLH;< (fk , t r ) Hm(fk

r=l

(74)

and

M = (f.f - f k ), 1 = k, (k + 1), ... , 11 , (75)

R m(0, 6t)
1

=-
m'a

m'al H:'(fa , t r ) H m(fa, t r + M)

1'=1
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where

(77)

Lit =integral multiple of t m Ima

The correspon4ing normalized functions were obtained from modifica-

tions of (12),

and

Rm(0, 6t) = R m(0, 6t)/Rm(0,0)

(78)

(79)

.Equations (74) through (79), with subscripts "d" replacing subscripts

IImil , were also used to compute similar values for R d (6f, O) and R d (0, 6t).

Then the definitions

(80)

and

were used to <;ompute a measure of the accuracy of the fit. The fre

quency pairs used in (80) are tabulated in table 2 below.

Table 2. Frequencies Used to Compute R(M, 0)

Frequency
Separation

M, kHz

o
0.2
0.4
O. 6
0.8
1.0
1.2

Frequency
Numbers

k

6, 6
5,6
5, 7
3, 4
4, 5
4, 6
4,7
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Frequency
Separation

M, kHz

3. 0
I 3.2

3.4
3.8
4.2
4.6
4. 8

Frequency
Numbers

k

2, 5
2, 6
2, 7
1, 4
2,8
1, 5
1, 6
(continued)



Table 2 (continued)

Frequency
Separation

6£, kHz

1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.6

Frequency
Numbers

k

3, 5
3,6
3, 7
4,8
2,4
3, 8

Frequency
Separation

6£, kHz

5. 0
5.8
6.4
8.0
9. 6

Frequency
Numbers

k

1, 7
1,8
1,9
1, 10
1, 11

4. 2 Statistical Fit

Using the computed values for [Gdi (t r )}, we computed estimates of

the tap-gain correlation functions for the deterministic channel from

m'a

Cdi (6t) =~ '\ G~<i (t r ) G di (t r + 6t) .
rna/....;

r=l

The normalized tap-gain functions then were obtained from (46),

(82)

(83)

Similarly, the normalized tap-gain correlation function for each path in

the statistical channel model is

(84)

where CSi (M) is specified by (65).

We fit the statistical channel to the deterministic channel by first

equating path power ratios, i. e., by specifying for each path that

C ai (0) = Cdi (0) . (85)

Then C ai (M) was fit to Cdi(M) for each path by least squares, as described
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in appendix B, to obtain numerical values for C aia (0), C Sib (0), Cai (0),

v aia ' Vaib' aaia' and aaib' Equations (54), (57), (58), and (61) were then

used to compute the statistical chann~l quantities Ta' Va' i pe , and

2as' A measure of the accuracy of the statistical fit for each path was

computed from

(86)

To obtain a measure of the accuracy of the fit between the statistical

channel and the measured ionospheric channel, the channel correlation

function for the statistical channel was computed on the basis of the

optimum numerical parameters. When the tap-gain correlation functions

for the statistical channel model in (65) are substituted in (47), the lat-

ter becomes the channel correlation function for the statistical channel,

. (87)

For paths where the two magnetoionic components are merged into one

component, C Sib (0) becomes zero, and the Il a " subscripts are dropped

in (87). The normalized channel correlation function for the statistical

channel model from (12) becomes

(88)

The optimum numerical parameters for the statistical channel

obtained from the least-squares fits of Cst (lit) to Cdi (lit) were used to

compute (88) along the t,£ and lit axes. We then compared the results,

R s (t,£, 0) and R s (0, lit), with the corresponding functions for the measured

ionospheric channel, R m (t,£, 0) and R m (0, lit), using
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(89)

and

(90)

(91 )

Equations (89) and (90) provided a final measure of the accuracy of the

fit of the statistical channel model to the measured ionospheric channel.

Recalling from (52) that the channel time-scatter function, u(T), for

both the deterministic and statistical channel models is the sum of lIn"

delta functions with different delays, and from (17) that R(M, 0) is the

Fourier transform of u(T) for any stationary time-varying channel, we

see that R d (6£, 0) and R s (6f, 0) are both the sum of lin" vectors of con

stant amplitude rotating at different rates with increasing M. Equation

(87) at 6t = 0 states this specifically for R s (6£, 0). Consequently,

R d (6£, 0) and R s (6£, 0) both oscillate indefinitely with increasing M and

do not damp out. On the other hand, each mode in the ionospheric chan- .

nel will always have at least a small amount of time sPljead; thus, while

R m (6£,0) will also oscillate with increasing 6£, because the differential

propagation times of the modes are large compared to the individual

time spreads on the modes, the osCillation will damp out, and IRm(M, 0) I
will approach zero with increasing M because of the nonzero time

spreads. As a result, the differences specified by (80) and (89) will be

almost entirely caused by the differences in the damping. Therefore,

it is possible to use either of these differences to estimate the time

spreads on the ionospheric modes. If we assume that each ionospheric

mode has the same Gaussian time spread, 2Pe' the channel time-scatter

function for the ionospheric channel in this temporary representation

can be defined by
n

U~(T) == I C S1 (0) (2np:)-t exp[-(T - T1 )2/(2P:)] .

i=1
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Equation (91) can be Fourier transformed to obtain

n

R~(td, 0) LCsd O) exp(- 21T2Pe26f2 - j21TT i M),

i= 1

(92)

and when (47) at 6t = 0 is substituted in (92), the result can be normalized

to give

- 2 2 2
R~ (6£,0) =R s (6£,0) exp(- 2IT Pe 6£ ) .

Now let

When (93) is substituted in (94), the latter can be solved to obtain

(93)

(94)

Equation (95) was used in the analyses as an estimate of the time spread

on the modes in the ionospheric channels.

For convenient presentation of the results of our measurements and

analyses in section 5, we rated the magnitudes of the differences of the

correlation functions as specified by (80), (81), (86), (89), and (90) in

qualitative terms. A somewhat arbitrary assignment of these qualita

tive ratings vs. the magnitude of the difference (error) is listed in

table 3 below.

Table 3. Ratings of Correlation Errors

Size of Error Rating

Error:;;; O. 05
0.05 < Error:;;; 0.10
0.10 < Error:::;; 0.20

Error> 0.20
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4. 3 Hypothesis Tests

In the statistical channel model, we hypothesized that each of the

tap-gain functions, G Si (t), should be an independent baseband bivariate

Gaussian random function with a zero mean value and quadrature com

ponents with equal RMS values (the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis), that

the tap-gain functions should be independent (the independence hypothesis),

and that each tap-gain spectrum, vi (V), should in general consist of the

sum of two Gaussian functions of frequency (the Gaussian spectrum

hypothesis). The statistical tests that were performed on the data to

accept or reject the hypotheses are described below.

For the bivariate Gaus sian hypothesis to be valid, each deterministic

tap-gain function, Gdi (t r ), within the limitations imposed by the finite

sample size, should have a Rayleigh amplitude distribution and a uniform

phase distribution. While it is conceptually possible to have functions

with Rayleigh amplitude distributions and uniform phase distributions

that are not bivariate Gaussian, the probability of such functions in any

natural physical process is extremely small. 1£ a natural process exhib

its a Rayleigh amplitude distribution and a uniform phase distribution,

it may be considered almost certain that the process i.s bivariate Gaus

sian. Therefore, to test the validity of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis,

we performed suitable tests on each Gdi (t r ) in each sample to determine

if it had a Rayleigh amplitude distribution and a uniform phase distribution.

For each path, an amplitude-density histogram was directly com

puted from IGdi (t r ) I. For a reason given in appendix C, exp(j2TTv si t),

the factor in 1:Gdi (t r ) corresponding to the frequency shift Vai ' was

removed, and the resulting modified function, 1: GJi (t r ), was used to

compute the phase-density histogram.
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To compute the amplitude-density histograms, the domain

o ::;; IGd1 (t r ) I < 0:> was divided into a suitable number of subintervals of

various sizes that were numbered 1, 2, 3, ... £, ... Ail' and

(96)

was computed, where mil (1) was the number of values of IG d1 (t r ) I
observed to fall in the i-th subinterval, and rna was the total number of

values of Gdi (t r ) in the sample.

Similarly, for each phase -density histogram, the domain 0 ::;; 1: GJ 1 (t r )

< 2n was divided into a suitable number of subintervals of equal size and

numbered 1, 2, 3, ... £, ... 1..12' and

(97 )

was computed, where m i2 (1) was the number of values of 1:GJi (t r )

observed to fall in the £-th subinterval.

To test the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis, we compare-d the values

computed in (96) and (97) with the expected values for a valid hypothesis,

which are the values for the statistical channel model. The Rayleigh

amplitude -density function for each tap-gain function in the statistical

channel model can be written

p( IG S1 I) = [21Gs1 I IC si (0)] exp[ - IGSi 12 IC Sl (0)] -(98)

C Si (0) was set equal to the numerical value for C dl (0), and the probability

in each subinterval of an amplitude density histogram for the statistical

model was computed from

0'£

eld£) = 5 p(IG S1 I) diGs I
0'(1-1)
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where

'" '" = bounds on the I-th. subinterval.
'"'('E-l)' '"'I.

The probability in each subinterval of a phase-density histogram was

computed from

(100)

Since each histogram had a number of subintervals, it was desirable

to use a hypothesis test that simultaneously evaluated the differences

between the computed and the expected values in all subintervals in each

distribution. The chi-square test (Bendat and Piersol, 1966) was chosen,

by which the statistic

Ai

X; = I [0t<1) - edl)]2/ e1 (1),

1=1

is computed, where

0 1 (1) = the number of independent values of IGd1 (t r ) I or

4 G! 1 (t r ) that fall in the I-th subinterval.

e 1 (1) = the expected number of independent values in the

l-th subinterval.

(101 )

Since successive values of each Gd1 (t r ) were highly correlated, it was

necessary to estimate m e1 , the effective number of independent values

of each Gd1 (t r ) in a sample. This number was different for each path

and always considerably smaller than the actual number of values, me.'

The method by which m ei was estimated for each path is described in

appendix C.

Then, for both the amplitude- and phase-density histograms,

(102)
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The restriction on (102) was imposed to insure accuracy in the chi

square test and was met for each distribution by suitable selection of

the number and sizes of the subintervals. Similarly,

e i (1) =me i e I (1) . ( 10 3 )

Then (101) becomes

Ai

Xi2 =m ei I [o~ (1) - e~ (1)] 2/e~ (1)

1=1

(104)

)

For each path, (104) was used to compute two values, X1~ for the

amplitude distribution and Xiaa for the phase distribution. In both cases,

the number of degrees of freedom was equal to the number of subintervals,

An or Aia, minus the number of different independent linear restrictions

imposed upon the observations. Both were reduced by one because the

computed probability for the last subinterval is determined when the

probabilities in the first Ai - 1 subintervals are determined. For the

amplitude distributions, the number of degrees of freedom was reduced

by an additional one because C ei (0) was set equal to C dt (0); consequently,

the number of degrees of freedom used were An - 2 for the amplitude

distributions and Aia - 1 for the phase distributions.

For each path, a table of chi-square distributions was used to obtain

X~il and X~ia, the tabulated values of chi-square at a significance level of

0.1 for the appropriate numbers of degrees of freedom for the amplitude

and phase distributions, respectively. Normalized values of Xa
ll and

X~2 were obtained from

-2 2/ 2
Xi = Xi XTi (105)

A value of 'X} ~ 1 was used as a criterion of acceptance of the bivariate

Gaussian hypothesis for that particular distribution.
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To test the independence hypothesis, it was necessary to determine

whether each tap-gain function, Gdt (t r ), was independent of all other tap

gain functions in the sample. This we did by taking all possible com

binations of normalized tap-gain functions, two at a time, and obtaining

an estimate of the magnitude of their crosscorrelation from

rna

Ir 11 I = I~a I C;dtr) Gdl(t r )I
r=1

i = I, Z, ..• , (n -1) ,
i. =(i+l), (i+Z), .•. , n

(106)

I' If the modes in the ionospheric channel were independent, the estimate

from (106) would still be greater than zero because of the finite number

of values in the sample. For independent bivariate Gaussian tap-gain

functions, it is shown in appendix D that Ir til would have a Rayleigh dis

tribution for a large number of samples, and that a conservative estimate

of the RMS value of this distribution would be

(107 )

where metl is the larger of met and mel, the effective number of inde

pendent values for paths lIi'I and 111" as derived in appendix C. Since

Irl1l would-be expected to exceed 1. 5 8 il for 10 percent of a large number

of samples,

was computed for each of the combinations of path pairs. If the tap-gain

functions had previously been accepted as bivariate Gaussian functions, a

value of Irill:::;; 1 was used as a criterion of acceptance that the tap-gain

functions were uncorrelated and consequently independent.

In the computed amplitude and phase distributions for each path that

are presented for each sample in section 5, the amplitude distributions

are presented as cumulative distributions plotted on nonlinear IIRayleighll
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paper. In these plots, an ideal Rayleigh cumulative distribution is a

straight line. with a unit slope. It is interesting to show the distribution

that the points computed from IGdl (t r ) I would be expected to have about

the Rayleigh line for an infinite number of samples. Strictly speaking,

because of the finite number of values in the samples, this would be a

binomial distribution, but the binomial distribution can be approximated

by a Gaussian distribution if the restriction imposed on (102) holds.

Curves of the standard deviation of the Gaus sian spread of the computed

points, am (Q', mel)' as a function of the amplitude level, Q', and the

effective number of independent values, mel' ~are plotted in figure 8

over the portions of the domain for which the Gaussian approximation

holds. The plus and minus one-sigma bounds on the cumulative distri

bution for mel = 300 are also plotted. As Q' .... 0 or as Q' .... 00, the spread

of the computed points on the Rayleigh paper also increases, particularly

as Q' .... O.

To test the validity of the Gaussian spectrum hypothesis, a statistical

test was performed on (86). Since the tap-gain spectrums in both the

deterministic and statistical channels are Fourier transforms of the

corresponding tap-gain correlation functions and C dl (6t) is obtained

indirectly from measurements of the ionospheric channel, (86) is a

measure of the accuracy with which each tap-gain spectrum in the sta

tistical channel fits the corresponding estimate of the spectrum in the

. ionospheric channel. However, even if the path spectrums in the iono

spheric channel were composed of two truly Gaussian components, as

was assumed in the statistical channel model, a nonzero difference would

be expected in (86) because of the finite number of values in the sample.

The distribution that (86) would have for a large number of samples,

assuming the bivariate Gaussian and the Gaussian spectrum hypotheses

were both true, was derived in appendix D. The approximate RMS value

of this distribution is
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(109)

which applies for all M. For each path, we compared (86) with (109) to

decide if the Gaussian spectrum hypothesis in the statistical channel

model was valid, under the restriction that the bivariate Gaussian

hypothesis was also shown to be valid for the path.

,5. RESULTS

5. 1 Sample II

The first sample of data, II, was taken from daytime measurements

on 9.259 MHz on November 30, 1967,from 10:15 to 10:28 MST. During

this 13-min interval, the ionosphere supported three modes, a IE mode,

a IF mode, and a 2F mode. The time delays on the modes or paths

relative to the arbitrary 200-Hz receiver reference were 40, 290, and

1139 J.ls. The power ratios for the three paths relative to the power

ratio of the channel, as determined from the analyses, were - 1. 2, - 7.2,

and - 13.5 dB,respectively. These data, as well as other pertinent

results obtained in the analyses of sample II, which are discussed below,

are tabulated in table 4.

In the deterministic fit of Hd (f k , t r ) to H m(£k' t r ), the fit was made at

seven central frequencies (k = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 in fig. 4a). Values

of H m(fk , t r ) for the two outer tones on each side of the band (k = 1, 2, 10,

and 11) were not used in the fit, but the solutions for (Gdi (t r )} were used

to compute H d (fk , t r ) at all 11 frequencies, so that the error in the fit

could be examined at all 11 frequencies.

The RMS error in the fit, as defined by (72) and (73), is presented

by the dashed lines in figure 9. The errors at the seven frequencies

used in the deterministic fit are shown as unfilled circles; the filled
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Table 4. Summary of Sample 11 Results

Frequency
Date
Time
Number of paths
Measurement rate
Actual number of values
Channel time delay
Channel time spread
Channel frequency shift
Channel frequency spread
Estimate of path time spreads

9.259 MHz
November 30, ·1967
10:15 - 10:28 MST; t m = 780 s
n = 3
f m = 3. 125 Hz

Ta = 2437
T s = 137 ~s

2Pa =478 ~s

va = O. 0013 Hz
2 () a = o. 123Hz

2 Pe = 20 ~s

Path Values

d
e

ReI. Efi. Normalize
Time Power Freq. Freq. Number Correl. Chi-squar

Path Delay Ratio Shift Spread Values Spread Values

i T 1
C S1 (0)

\) 8 1 20" 81
-2 ---:2

R s (0, O) mel E: el Xu' X12

~s dB Hz Hz

1a 40 - 4. 1 0.0022 0.0073
Ib 40 - 4. 3 0.0170 0.0318
1 40 - 1.2 0.0094 0.0272 30. 3 O. 181 0.04,0.47
2 290 - 7.2 0.0089 O. 144 198.5 0.071 O. 24, 0.25
3 1139 - 13. 5 -0.167 O. 340 469.4 0.046 O. 14, O. 26

circles are values of the error at the four frequencies not used in the

deterministic fit. As expected, the error levels at the latter four fre

quencies are higher than at the seven central frequencies. Since the

errors that were introduced by the measuring system were known to be

below - 30 dB, the errors plotted in figure 9 are almost entirely caused
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by the limitations of the deterministic channel model; i. e., the discrete

paths in the deterministic channel model only approximate the nonzero

time spreads of the ionospheric modes.

Had fewer than seven central tones been used in the fit (say five, for

k = 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8), the average of the errors at these frequencies

would have been lower than the seven-tone average in figure 9, but thi~

result would have been obtained at the price of a higher average error

for the outer tones not used in the fit. On the other hand, had all 11

tones been used, the average error for the four outer tones (k = 1, 2,

10, and 11) would have been lower than in figure 9, but the price for this

would have been an average error higher than that of figure 9 for the

seven central frequencies. The choice of the number of frequencies

used in the deterministic fit is, therefore, a compromise. The choice

of seven central tones for the deterministic fit of sample 11 was believed

to be about optimum.

We examined the error in the deterministic fit also by comparing

R d (M, 0) with R m(M, 0) and R d (0, M) with R m (0, M), in the manner described

by equations (80) and (81). Figure 10 is a plot of the amplitude and phase

components of R m(M, 0) and Rd (M, 0), as well as the magnitude of their

difference. Computed values were obtained at the 25 values listed in

table 2 and are indicate"d by the junctions of the line segments in figure 10.

Lines were used in the plots because the separation of adjacent computed

points in frequency atlarger values of 6f was too great for a meaningful

curve. Smoothing the error curve in figure 10 and using the ratings of

table 3, we see that the deterministic fit in frequency is excellent for a

bandwidth up to 3.0 kHz, good to about 6.0 kHz, and adequate to about

12 kHz.

The periods of the cyclic variations in both the amplitude and phase

plots in figure 10 are determined by the differential time delays of the
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paths. As the time delays in table 4 show, the two stronger paths, i = I

and i = 2, have a differential delay of 250 !-ls, whose reciprocal of 4.0 kHz

agrees with the period of the strongest oscillation in figure 10. The time

difference of the next strongest pair of modes, i = 1 and i = 3, is 1099 !-lS,

whose reciprocal of 0.91 kHz is also seen in figure 10.

Figure 11 shows R m(0, lit) and R d (0, tit) plotted with the magnitude of

their difference; the error is excellent, averaging about 0.01. The

results are considerably better than in figure 10 because the error in

figure 11 is in no way limited by the deterministic channel model; all the

deterministic tap-gain functions can be nonstationary and have whatever

tap-gain correlation functions and tap-gain spectrums are required to

obtain an excellent fit. The fit in figure 11 lacks perfection because of

the least-squares method of obtaining the deterministic fit, and the error

is a direct result of the RMS error in figure 9 at k = 6. On the other hand,

as mentioned above, the discrepancy in figure 10 is almost entirely

caused by the approximation of the time-spread ionospheric modes by

discrete paths in the deterministic model.

In figure II, as well as in subsequent figures, computed correlation

functions of time, R m (0,61), R d (0, 61), and Cd1 (M), never completely go

to zero as lit increases. Even though the functions that are numerically

correlated have true zero correlations for large values of 61, the com

p'lilted correlation functions are based upon a finite amount of data and,

consequently, have nonzero residuals. Therefore, in figure 11 and each

subsequent time-correlation plot, the computed function is plotted approx

imately over that portion of the domain where the function exceeds the

residual magnitude and has significance.

Figure 12 presents plots of the tap-gain correlation functions for the

deterministic channel and the statistical channel for path i = 1, as well

as the magnitude of their difference. Figures 13 and 14 are similar
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plots for paths i = 2 and i = 3. In each case, the parameters in the sta

tistical channel model were determined from a least- squares fit of

C el (M) to Cdl (M) at the indicated data points in the error plots of figures

12, 13, and 14. In figure 12, for path i = 1, two magnetoionic components

were used in the statistical channel model. In figures 13 and 14, for

i = 2 and i = 3, only a single Gaussian spectrum component was used in

the statistical channel model, since the deterministic tap-gain correla-

tion functions were both near -Gaus sian in shape. From the error curves

in the three figures, we see that the fits were good.

The time delays, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads that were

obtained for each path in the statistical channel, as well as the similar

channel values, are listed in table 4. The resulting tap-gain spectrums

for each of the three paths in the statistical channel are presented in

figure 15, after they had been scaled to make the channel power ratio,

R e (0, 0), equal to one. Because of the logarithmic ordinate, the Gaussian

tap-gain spectrums appear as parabolic curves. The frequency spread

on the first IE mode, 0.0272 Hz, was much less than the O. l44-Hz

spread on the second IF mode and the O. 340-Hz spread on the third 2F

mode, corresponding to its lower fade rate and longer correlation time.

The third 2F mode has a larger frequency spread than the second IF

mode as one would expect because- of the double reflection. For vertical

incidence, it is known that the frequency spread on a two-hop mode will

be greater than the frequency spread on a one-hop mode from the same

layer and reflection point by a factor of J2, (Essex and Hibberd, 1967).

However, when the one- and two-hop modes have different oblique inci

dences and reflection points with large geographical separation, as in

the present case, a different ratio of frequency spreads w'ould generally

result. Even for fixed angles of incidence, the ratio of the frequency

spreads would be expected to vary considerably with geography and time,
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but one would usually expect the two-hop path to exhibit a greater fre

quency spread than a one-hop path in the oblique case. In sample 11, the

ratio of the 2F frequency spread to the IF frequency spread was 2. 36.

A direct measure of the accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel

to the measured ionospheric channel was made by comparing R s (6f, 0)

with R m(M, 0) and R s (0, llt) with R m(0, llt). Plots of R s (M, 0) and R m (M, 0)

are presented in figure 16 with the magnitude of their difference. The

accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel in figure 16 is essentially

the same as the corresponding fit of the deterministic channel in figure

10; based on smoothed error values, the fit in figure 16, as in figure 10,

is excellent to about 3.0 kHz, good to about 6. 0 kHz, and adequate to

about 12 kHz. This is not surprising, since the deterministic and sta

tistical channel have identical delays and power ratios on each discrete

path and, consequently, have identical channel time-scatter functions.

Since R(M, 0) is the Fourier transform of the channel time-scatter func

tion, u(r), R d (M, 0) and R s (M, 0) are nominally the same. The differences

between figures 16 and 10 are caused by R d (M, 0) being computed by

crosscorrelating Hd (fk , t r ) according to (74) with lId" subscripts and

R s (M, 0) being computed from the statistical channel time-scatter func

tion via (87) and (88). The RMS values in time of IH d (fk , t r ) I vary

slightly with "k" because of the finite sample size, making R d (M, 0) differ

from R s (M, 0), which is based indirectly on all values of "k". Since

figures 10 and 16 are nominally the same, figure 1 0 is actually redundant.

Based on,averages of values from figure 16 in (95), a rough estimate

of the effective time spread on the ionospheric modes, 2Pe' was 20 f-ls.

If

B = 1/[ 4(2pe)] (11 0)

is used as an estimate of the bandwidth over which the fit is adequate,
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B = 12.5 kHz results, which agrees with the previous adequate qualita

tive rating.

Plots of R s (0, lit) and R m(0, 6t) are presented in figure 17 with the

magnitude of their difference. Unlike R d (6£, 0) and R a (M, 0), which are

nominally identical, R d (0, 6t) and R a (0, lit) would be expected to differ

considerably. A comparison of figure 17 with figure 11 confirms this;

the error in figure 17 for R s (0, lit) is considerably larger than the error

for R d (0, M) in figure 11. It is greater because the tap-gain spectrums

in the statistical channel are restricted to either one or two Gaus sian

functions, while the corresponding tap-gain spectrums in the deterministic

channel model are unrestricted. Although the error in the statistical fit

in figure 17 is considerably greater than the error-in the deterministic

fit in figure 11, the error averages about 0.06 in the statistical fit,

which is good. When figures 16 and 17 are considered together as a

measure of the accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel to the measured

ionospheric channel, the fit can be rated good for bandwidths up to about

6 kHz and adequate up to 12 kHz.

Amplitude- and phase-density histograms for each of the tap-gain

functions in the deterministic channel, G di (t r ), were computed and used

in chi-square tests of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis. Figure 18 is

a plot of the cumulative distributions of { IGdi (t r ) I}, whose computed

values are shown by the circles. The solid lines are the corresponding

distributions for the statistical channel. Also shown, but not used in the

chi-square tests, are the cumulative distributions of IHm (fk , t r ) I for all

11 values of f k , and the corresponding distribution for the statistical

channel. All plots in figure 18 are for R(O, 0) = 1, a channel power ratio

of one. As we see, the computed data points for P( IGdi I) for each path

diverge from the ideal Rayleigh lines for both high and low probabilities,

but particularly for the low probabilities, as expected from the theoretical

curves in figure 8.
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Figure 19 shows plots of the distributions of "1 G~i (t r ) for each path

with the corresponding uniform distributions for the statistical channel

model. Also shown, but not used in the chi-square tests, was the distri

bution of "1 H~ (£k' t r ) for all 11 values of f k , and the corresponding uniform

distribution for the statistical channel. For path i = 1, p(1 G~i) differs

from P(1G~i) by rather large values because of the small effective numbl'r

of independent values, mel = 30 (table 4). For the second and third paths,

the differences are less because of the larger effective number of inde

pendent values. For all three paths, the effective number of independent

values was considerably les s than the actual number obtained in the A-D

conversion, 2437. The resulting normalized values of chi-square for each

of the 2n = 6 distributions are tabulated in table 4 for a significance level

of O. 1. Since none of the normalized chi-square values was excessive (> 1),

we concluded that the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis was valid for all 3 paths.

To test the independence hypothesis, we computed the magnitude of

the cross correlations between the various deterministic tap-gain functions

according to (108). These values are listed in table 5. Since all three

combinations of path pairs had normalized crosscorrelation values less

than one, we concluded the tap-gain functions, [Gdi (t r )}, were uncor

related and because they had been accepted as bivariate Gaussian, inde

pendent.

Table 5. Sample II Crosscorrelations

Path Pair Cros s cor rela tion

i, £ I[iiI

1, 2 0.65

1, 3 0.59

2, 3 0.68
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To test the Gaussian spectrum hypothesis, (109) was used to com

pute the approximate RMS value of IC Si (61) - Cdi (6t) I for each path, €ci'

For paths i =1, 2, and 3, these values were 0.181, 0.071, and 0.046,

respectively, as listed in table 4. Since the error curves in figures 12,

13, and 14 were less than these RMS values over all or most of the three

domains, we concluded the Gaussian spectrum hypothesis was valid for

all paths in sample 11.

5. 2 Sample 12

The second sample of data, 12, was taken from daytime measure

ments on 9.259 MHz on November 30, 1967, from 11:10 to 11:20 MST,

approximately 1 hour later than 11. During this 10 -min interval, the iono

sphere supported four modes, a IE mode, a IF mode, an M mode, and

a 2F mode. (An M mode consists of a downward reflection from an F

layer, an upward reflection from an E layer, and a second downward
I

reflection from the F layer.) The time delays on the modes or paths

relative to the arbitrary 200-Hz receiver reference were 40, 290, 590,

and 1126 !-lS. The power ratios for the four paths relative to the power

ratio of the channel were - 1. 7, - 5.9, - 17.6, and - 12.6 dB,respectively.

These data as well as other pertinent results obtained in the analyses of

sample 12 are tabulated in table 6.

The deterministic fit of H d (fk , t r ) to H m(fk , t r ) was made at seven

central frequencies (k = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). The RMS error in the

fit is presented in figure 9 and is roughly the same as for sample II;

the error is less at the seven central frequencies that were used in the

fit than at the four outer frequencies that were not used in the fit. Again,

the limitation in the accuracy of the fit was almost entirely due to the

limitations of the deterministic channel model; i. e., the discrete paths

in the deterministic channel model only approximate the nonzero time

spreads of the ionospheric modes.
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Table 6. Summary of Sample 12 Results

Frequency
Date
Time
Number of paths
Measurement rate
Actual number of values
Channel time delay
Channel time spread
Channel frequency shift
Channel frequency spread
Estimate of path time spreads

9.259 MHz
November 30, 1967
11:10 - 11:20 MST; t m = 600 s
n = 4
f m = 6.25 Hz

T-a == 3750
T 6 = 173 j..ls
2ps = 520 j..ls
V6 = O. 0 171Hz
20s = o. 140 Hz
2 Pe = 30 j..ls

Path Values

ReI. Eff. Normalized
Time Power Freq. Freq. Number Correl. Chi-square

Path Delay Ratio Shift Spread Values Spread . Values

i T i
C Sj (0)

2°si
~ -2

R s (0,0)
vSi m ei E: o Xu' Xi2

j..ls dB Hz Hz

1a 40 - 4.1 -0.0008 0.0064
Ib 40 - 5. 5 0.0127 0.0084
1 40 - 1.7 0.0071 0.0153 15.0 0.258 0.06,0.03
2 .290 - 5.9 0.0159 0.180 191. 4 0.072 0.12,0.23
3 590 - 17.6 0.108 O. 334 354. 7 0.053 0.48, O. 16
4 1126 - 12. 6 o. 118 0.336 356.8 0.053 0.42, 0.18

Although of no importance in achieving the goals of the pres ent task,

the amplitude and phase distributions of the error in the deterministic

fit, E(fk , t r ), were computed and examined as a matter of curiosity. The

amplitude distributions were q)mputed for each of the 11 frequencies,

but, for clarity,· only seven are presented in figure 20a. All 11 frequencies
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were used to compute the phase-density histograms in figure 20b. No

chi-square tests were performed on the distributions, but rough estimates

showed that the plots were sufficiently close to the ideal Rayleigh and

uniform distributions, considering the effective number of independent

values, to conclude that E(fk , t r ) at each frequency is a bivariate-Gaussian

function with a zero mean value and quadrature components with equal

power ratios.

In the regular analyses, we also examined the error in the determi-

nistic fit by comparing R d (6f, 0) with R m(6£,0) and R d (0, 6t) with R m(0, 6t).

Figure 21 is a plot of Rd (6£, 0) and Rm(6£, 0) and the magnitude of their dif-

ference. Smoothing the error curve, we see that the deterministic fit in

frequency is excellent for a bandwidth up to 2.0 kHz, good to about 4.0 kHz,

and adequate to about 8.0 kHz. The bandwidth over which sample 12 had an

adequate deterministic fit, consequently, was about 2/3 of the bandwidth

obtained for sample Il. The periods of the two strongest cyclic varia-

tions in figure 21 are the same as for sample Il; they should be since the

differential delays of the three strongest modes are essentially the same.

Figure 22 shows R d (0, 6t) and R m (0, M) with the magnitude of their

difference. The error averages about 0.01, which is excellent. As with

sample Il, it is not perfect because ,of the small RMS least-squares

error in the deterministic fit at k = 6 in figure 9.

Figure 23 presents })lots of the tap-gain correlation functions for the

deterministic channel and the statistical channel for path i = 1 and the

magnitude of their difference.' Figures 24, 25, and 26 are similar plots

for paths i = 2 to 4}respectively. In figure 23 for the IE mode, path

i = 1, two magnetoionic components were used in the statistical channel

to obtain the least-squares fit of C s1 (M) to C d1 (M). The error curve

shows that while the fit is good over most of the domain, it is not as

good between 3 and 25 sec, probably because the effective number of
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independent values was only 15, corresponding to the long correlation

time. As shown in figures 25, 25, and 26, only a single Gaussian

spectrum component was used in the least-squares fit for the second,

third, and fourth paths, i = 2, 3, and 4. The error curves in all three

cases showed good fits.

The optimum time delays, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads

for each path in the statistical channel, as well as similar channel values,

are listed in table 6. The resulting tap-gain spectrums for each of the

four paths in the statistical channel are presented in figure 27, which

shows that the IE mode had a considerably smaller spread than the F

modes, as was the case for sample 11. It is interesting to note that the

ratio of the frequency spread on the 2F mode to the frequency spread on

the IF mode is 1. 86, and that the ratio of the frequency spreads on the

2F mode to the M mode is 1. 01; i. e., they are essentially the same.

This may be typical, as the F-layer reflection points for the M mode are

geographically close to the F-layer reflection points for the 2F mode,

and the E-layer reflection in the M mode contributes negligible spread

compared with the F-layer reflections.

A direct measure of the accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel

to the measured ionospheric channel for sample 12 was made by comparing

R s (6£, 0) with R m (6£, 0) and R s (0,61) with R m (0, Llt). Plots of R s (6£, 0) and

Rm (llf, 0) and the magnitude of their difference are presented in figure 28,

where the accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel is approximately

the same as the corresponding fit of the deterministic channel in figure

21, as we would expect. Based on smoothed error values, the statistical

fit is excellent to about 2. 0 kHz, good to about 4.0 kHz, and adequate to

about 8.0 kHz, as it was with the deterministic fit. From averages of

values from figure 28 in (95), a rough estimate of the effective time

spread on the ionospheric modes, 2Pe, was 30 ~s. When this value is
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used in (110), B = 8.3 kHz results, which agrees with the above adequate

qualitative rating.

Plots of R d (0, 6t) and R m (0, 6t) for sample 12 are presented in figure

2.9 with the magnitude of their difference. Unlike R d (0, M), which is

nearly identical to Rm (0, M), Rs (0, M) differs significantly from R m (0, M)

because the tap-gain spectrums in the statistical channel model are

restricted to Gaussian functions. Even so, the error curve in figure 29

shows the fit to be adequate over the entire domain and good over most

of the domain. However, from (47) at 6f = 0,

n

R(O, M) = l C i (M)

i= 1

(111 )

Therefore, the small effective number of independent values in the

strongest first path, which limited the accuracy of the fit of C et (M) to

Cd1 (M), also limited the accuracy of the iit of R e (0, M) to R m (0, t,t); the

largest error in figure 23 between 3 and 25 sec corresponds to the

largest error in figure 29 over the same interval. When figures 28 and

29 are considered together as a measure of the accuracy of the fit of the

statistical channel to the m~asured ionospheric channel, the fit can be

rated adequate up to bandwidths of about 9 kHz. However, had the dura

tion of sample 12 been longer, with a corresponding larger effective

number of independent values for path i = 1 and the channel, the errors

in figure 23 and 29 very probably would have been smaller, allowing a

good rating for bandwidths up to 4. 5 kHz.

Amplitude- and phase-density histograms for each of the tap-gain

functions in the deterministic channel, Gdi (t r ), were computed and used

in chi-square tests of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis. Figure 30

presents plots of the cumulative distribution of IGdt (t r ) I and figure 31
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of the phase-density histograms for '1 Gdi (t r ) for each of the four paths,

as well as the lines that represent the corresponding distributions for

the statistical channel. The corresponding amplitude and phase distri

butions of the measured ionospheric channel response, Hill Uk' t r }, for

11 frequencies, are also presented in the two figures but were not

used in the chi-square tests. All amplitude distribution plots in figure

30 were scaled for a channel power ratio R(O, O} = 1. The .effective

number of independent values for each path, mei' were 15.0, 191, 355,

and 357 for i = I to 4 respectively (see table 6). For a significance level

of 0.1, the resulting normalized values of chi-square for each of the

2n = 8 distributions are tabulated in table 6. Since all of the computed

normalized chi-square values were less than one, we concluded that the

bivariate Gaussian hypothesis was valid for all paths.

To test the independence hypothesis, we computed the magnitude of

the normalized eros s correlations between the various deterministic tap-

gain functions. The values are listed in table 7. The crosscorrelations

for path combinations (1, 3), (1,4), (2,4), and (3, 4) were sufficiently

large to indicate crosscorrelations, but it appears fairly certain that

these indications are false, except possibly for (3, 4), for the following

reason: we know that a "cross -talk" condition exists in the multitone

method that was used for making ionospheric channel measurements and

subsequently obtaining solutions for [Gdi (t r )}. When any ionospheric
~

mode has a nonzero time spread, the resulting least-squares fit of

H d (fk , t r ) to Hill (fk , t r ) will be les s than perfect ( IE(fk , t r ) I will be greater

than zero), because the deterministic channel,model has discrete paths,

and errors will appear in the solution for each tap-gain function, G d1 (t r ).

If we assume that a nonzero time spread occurs on only one of the iono-

spheric modes, the error in each tap-gain solution at any instant of

time will be proportional to the magnitude of that mode, as well as
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Table 7.

Path Pair

i, .f

1,2
1, 3
1,4
2,3
2,4
3,4

Sample 12 Crosscorrelations

Crosscorrelation

1.11
3.74
2.88
0.83
1. 62
5. 59

dependent upon the time spread on the mode. Consequently, the error

component in each tap-gain solution will vary in tiIDe according to .the

magnitude of the mode with the nonzero time spread; i. e., the error com

ponents in the tap-gain solutions for the zero-spread modes will be very

highly correlated with the tap-gain function for the mode with the nonzero

time spread. If more than one ionospheric mode has a nonzero time

spread, components of each tap-gain function will appear in the solutions

for the other tap-gain functions to an extent dependent upon the relative

str engths of the modes. As a result of this cros s :-talk, tap-gain solutions

fOT weak modes contain the largest fractional amounts of undesired cross

talk from other paths, and the strongest cross-talk would be from the

strongest paths. Since the three highest crosscorrelations in table 7 for

sample 12 were between the strongest mode and the two weakest modes,

(1, 3) and (1, 4), and between the two weakest modes (3,4), it appears

fairly certain that the high correlation values are caused by the high

correlations between the relatively strong common cross -talk components.

This probably occurred in sample 12 but not in sample 11 because of the

presence of the very weak M mode (i = 3) in sample 12, which was not
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present in 11, and because the tiITle spread on the ITlodes was greater in

saITlple 12~ One ITlight argue that the highest crosscorrelation for path

cOITlbination (3, 4) ITlay not be entirely fictitious, that the M and 2F ITlodes

involved have F-layer reflection points that are not widely separated

geographically and that they truly ITlay be correlated to SOITle extent. Un

fortunately, the eros s -talk effect in the ITlultitone ITlethod of obtaining

deterITlinistic tap-gain solutions can prevent an accurate deterITlination

of the path crosscorrelations when a weak ITlode is involved, as in this

saITlple. Therefore, because it appeared very probable that the high

crosscorrelations in table 7 were caused by cross-talk, we concluded

that it was not possible to say whether the assuITlption of independence

between the tap-gain functions was valid or not for this saITlple.

To test the Gaussian spectruITl hypothesis, (109) was used to COITl

pute the approxiITlate RMS value of ICsi(M) - Cdi(M)1 for each path,

E:ei • For paths i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, these values were 0.258, 0.072,

0.053, and O. 053
1
respectively, as listed in table 6. Since the error

curves in figures 23, 24, 25, and 26 were less than these RMS values

over all four dOITlains, we concluded the Gaus sian spectrUITl hypothesis

was valid for all paths in saITlple 12.

In concluding the discussion of the saITlple 12 results, we ITlay note

that had fewer tones been used in the deterITlinistic fit (say k = 4, 5, 6,

7, and 8 over a 2. 0 -kHz band, rather than k = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9

over a 3. 2-kHz band), the ITlagn~tude of the error in the deterITlinistic

fit, IE(fl':' t r ) I, would have been less at these frequencies. The resulting

cross-talk in the deterITlinistic tap-gain functions would have been less,

ITlaking the crosscorrelation results ITlore reliable. In general, the

sITlaller the bandwidth of the fit, the sITlaller the error of the fit. There

is, however, a lower acceptable liITlit to the bandwidth occupied by the

tones used in a deterITlinistic fit: the ITliniITluITl bandwidth should not be
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much les s than hali of the reciprocal of the smallest of the differential

propagation times between adjacent modes. For sample 12, this would

be 2.0 kHz as specified by half of the reciprocal of the 250-\.1s differential

time delay between paths i = 1 and i = 2. If this condition is violated too

severely, the measurements lack sufficient time resolution to resolve

the two closely spaced paths. As a result, additive noise or other errors

of measurement will introduce sizable errors in the tap-gain functions

for the two closely spaced paths, but the error in one tap-gain function

will be the negative of the error in the other so that the time-varying

frequency responses for each of the two paths, Gddt r ) exp(- j2nT 1 f), will

when summed provide an accurate time-varying frequency response for

the pair of paths. Since the other tap-gain functions are still accurate,

an accurate channel response, H d (fk , t r ), is obtained. Even so,' the two

closely spaced paths will have tap-gain functions with large highly cor

related errors, and statistical analyses of each of them, such as C d1 (61),

will have correspondingly large errors, making the results unacceptable.

5. 3 Sample 13

The third sample of data, 13, was taken from nighttime measure

ments on 5.864 MHz on November 10, 1967, from 04:17 to 04:30 MST.

During this l3-min interval, the ionosphere supported three modes

whose identification is not certain. The time delays of the modes or

, paths relative to the arbitrary ZOO-Hz receiver reference were 445, 750,

and 1088 \.1s. The power ratios for the three paths relative to the power

ratio for the channel were - 1. 63, - 7.65, and - 8.47 dB,respectively.

These data, as well as other pertinent results obtained in the analyses of

sample I3,are tabulated in table 8.
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Table 8. Summary of Sample I3A Results

Frequency
Date
Time
Number of paths
Measurement rate
Actual number of values
Channel time delay
Channel time spread
Channel frequency shift
Channel frequency spread
Estimate of path tilTIe spreads

5.864 MHz
November 10, 1967
04:17 - 04:30 MST; t m := 780 s
n := 3
fm := 3. 125Hz
rna = 2437
Ts := 589 f.ls
2ps= 464 f.ls
\Is = 0.110 Hz
2a s = 0.0666 Hz
2pe = 100 f.ls

Path Values

dReI. Eff. Normalize
Time Power Freq. Freq. Number Correl. Chi-square

Path Delay Ratio Shift Spread Values Spread Values

C si (0)
2a Bi

i3 -2
1 'l"i R s (0,0) 'J si mei E;Ci 'Xil' 'Xi2

f.ls dB Hz Hz

la 445 - 3.8 .0764 .0360
Ib 445 - 5. 7 .134 .0320
1 445 - 1. 6 .0989 .0658 88.3 · 107 0.39. O. 08
2a 750 -10.8 • 121 .0104
2b 750 -10. 6 .141 . 0130
2 750 - 7.7 • 131 .0229 30. 5 • 181 0.47,0.08
3a 1088 -12.9 · 121 .0149
3b 1088 -10.4 · 151 .0206
3 1088 - 8.5 · 140 .0335 45.4 • 148 O. 6'8, O. 11

Two deterministic fits of Hd (f)<, t r ) to H m(f)<, t r ) were made from

sample 13 measurements and diifered in the number of frequencies' that

were used in the least-squares fits. The results obtained from these two

fits were designated I3A and I3B)respectively. In the first deterministic
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fit, I3A, seven central frequencies (k = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) were

used; the RMS error is presented in figure 9. It can be seen that this

fit is not as good as those obtained for the same seven frequencies in

samples 11 and 12. Since, as with the previous samples, the limitation

in the accuracy of the fit is almost entirely due to the discrete -path

approxiInation in the deterministic channel model, the poorer fit indicates

that the time spread on the nighttime modes in sample 13 was greater

than the time spread on the daytime modes in samples 11 and 12.

We also examined the error in the I3A deterministic fit by comparing

R d (6£,0) with R m (M, 0) and R d (0, 6t) with R m (0,61). Figure 32 is a plot of

R d (6£,0) and R m(6£,0) and the magnitude of their difference. We see from

the curves that R m (6f, 0) decays more rapidly and the error incr'eases

faster with increasing M than do the corresponding curves in figures 10

and 21 for the daytime measurements, because of the greater time spread

on the modes. 1£ the error curve in figure 32 is smoothed, the determin

istic fit for sample 13A can be rated good to about 1. 2 kHz and adequate

to about 2.4 kHz. The major oscillation in figure 32 has a period of

about 3. 3 kHz, which agrees with the reciprocal of the difference of the

time delays of the first and second paths, 305 IJ.S. The 643-lJ.s differential

propagation time between the first and third modes produces the oscilla

tion with a period of 1. 55 kHz in figure 32.

Figure 33 shows R d (0,61) and R m(0,61) for sample I3A with the

magnitude of their difference. The error in the fit is not nearly as good

as the corresponding results for samples 11 and 12 in figures 11 and 22,

because of the greater error in the deterministic fit at k = 6 in figure 9.

Figure 34 presents plots of the tap-gain correlation functions in the

deterministic channel and the statistical channel for path i = 1 in sample

.I3A and the magnitude of their difference. Figures 35 and 36 are similar

plots for paths i = 2 and i = 3. For each of the three paths, two magneto

ionic components were used in the statistical channel to obtain the
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least-squares fit of C e1 (lit) to Cd1 (llt). Figures 34 and 35 show that the

fits fo'r paths one and two are excellent. The error for the third path in

figure 36 is rather large between 3 and 10 s; it is very probably caused

by cros s -talk from the strong first path that has a correlation time in

figure 34 of about 10 s.

The optimum time delays, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads

for each path in the statistical channel, as well as similar channel values,

are listed in table 8 for sample I3A. The resulting tap-gain spectrums

for each of the three paths in the statistical channel are presented in

figure 37. For each path the power ratios and frequency spreads on the

two magnetoionic components are approximately the same and that their

differential frequency shifts are somewhat greater than their frequency

spreads.

A direct measure of the accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel

to the measured ionospheric channel for sample I3A was made by com

paring R e (M, 0) with R m (M, 0) and R e (0, lit) with Rm(0, lit). Plots of R s (M, 0)

and R m(M, 0) with the magnitude of their difference are presented in

figure 38. The accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel in figure 38

is very nearly the same as the corresponding fit of the deterministic

channel in figure 32, as one would expect; based on smoothed error

values, the statistical fit is good to about 1.2 kHz and adequate to about

2.4 kHz, as it was in the deterministic fit. From averages of values

from figure.38 in (95), a rough estimate of the time spread on the iono

spheric modes was 100 ~s. When this value is used in (110), B = 2.5 kHz

results, which agrees with the above adequate qualitative rating.

Plots of R d (0, llt) and R m (0, llt) are shown in figure 39 with the magni

tude of their difference. In previous samples, II and 12, R s (0, lit) fit

~ (0, llt) less accurately than R d (0, llt) fit R m (0, lit), because the tap-gain

spectrums in the statistical channel were restricted to Gaussian functions,
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while the deterministic tap-gain spectr\Ulls were unrestricted. In sample

I3A, however, the larger time spreads on the modes resulted in greater

error in the fit of R d (0, M) to R m(0, M) (see fig. 33). Thus, the fit of

R s (0, M) to R m (0, M) in figure 39 is not poorer than figure 33; it is some-

what better. When figures 38 and 39 are both considered as a measure

of the accuracy of the fit of the statistical channel to the measured iono

spheric channel, the fit can be rated as good up to 1.2 kHz and adequate

up to 2.4 kHz. It is considerably more limited in bandwidth than samples

II and 12 because of the greater time spread on the ionospheric modes.

Amplitude- and phase-density histograms for each of the tap-gain

functions in the deterministic channel, G dt (t r ), were computed and used

in chi-square tests of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis for sample I3A.

Figure 40 presents plots of the cumulative distribution of IGd1 (t r ) I and

figure 41 of the phase -density histograms for <):GJi (t r ) for each of the

three paths, as well as lines for the corresponding distributions for the

statistical channel. The corresponding amplitude and phase distributions

of the measured ionospheric channel response, H m(f\<;, t r ), for all 11 fre

quencies, are also presented in the two figures but were not used in the

chi-square tests. All amplitude distribution plots in figure 40 were

scaled for a channel power ratio R(O, 0) = 1. The effective number of

independent values used for each path in the chi-square calculations were

88.3, 30. 5, and 45.4 for i = 1 to 3,respectively (see table 8). For a

significance level of O. 1, all the resulting normalized values of chi

square for each of the 2n = 6 distributions (also tabulated in table 8) were

less than one. We therefore concluded that the bivariate Gaussian hypoth

esis was valid for all paths.

To test the independence hypothesis for sample 13A, the magnitude of

the normalized crosscorrelations among the various deterministic tap

gain functions were computed and are listed in table 9. The probability
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of one or more of the three being greater than one is 0.27 when the

paths are truly independent. In addition, the normalized cros s correla

tion for path combination (2,3) was between the two weakest paths and,

even though neither of these paths was extremely weak, the time spread

on the modes was very large and it appeared fairly certain that the high

correlation was partly the result of cross-talk. We therefore concluded

that the modes in sample I3A were uncorrelated and, because they were

shown to be bivariate Gaussian random functions, also independent.

Table 9.

Path Pair

i, .£

1; 2
1,. 3
2,3

Sample I3A Crosscorrelations

Cros s correIa tion

[ru I

0.95
0.97
1. 39

To test the Gaussian spe.ctrum hypothesis, (109) was used to com

pute the approximate RMS values of ICSl (lit) - Cdl (M) I for each path €Ci'

For paths i = 1, 2, and 3, these values were 0.107, 0.181, and O. 148,

respectively, as listed in table 8. Since the error curves for the first

two paths in figures 34 and 35 were less than these RMS values and the

error curve for the third path in figure 36 exceeded the RMS value only

slightly between 3 and 10 sec, we concluded the Gaussian spectrum

hypothesis was valid for all three paths in sample I3A.

Because the deterministic fit of Hd (f k , t r ) to Hm(fk' t r ) in sample I3A

resulted in relatively large RMS errors, as shown in figure 9, a second

fit based on fewer frequencies was made to verify that the error would
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be reduced and that the fit of R d (0, M) to R m (0, lit) would be much better.

Five central frequencies (k = 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) were used for the second

least-squares fit of H d (fk , t r ) to H m(fk , t r ). The resulting RMS error at

the various frequencies is shown in figure 9 as plot 13B. The error at

the central five tones used in the fit in I3B is much lower than the error

obtained in the seven-tone fit, 13A, as expected. Although not included

in this report, computations and plots were also made of R d (lIf, 0) with

R m(L'If, 0) and R d (0, lit) with R m(0, lit) for 13B. The magnitude of the dif

ference between R d (L'If, 0) and R m (M, 0) was considerably smaller below

lIf = 2.5 kHz for 13B than for I3A in figure 32, and somewhat smaller

above this frequency. The magnitude of the difference between R d (0, lit)

and R m (0, lit) was an order of magnitude less for I3B than for 13A in

figure 33; as with 11 and 12, this error averaged about 0.01 over the

domain. A time limitation prevented additional analyses on sample 13B;

however, had such analyses been done, the comparison of the statistical

channel with the measured ionospheric channel probably would have

resulted in somewhat lower errors than were obtained for I3A in figures

38 and 39.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental study of the validity and accuracy of a proposed

stationary ionospheric communication channel model has been described.

Reasons for selecting the proposed channel model have been discussed

and methods presented of mathematically characterizing time-varying

channels in general and the proposed channel model in particular.

The proposed channel model incorporates a delay line fed by the

input (transmitted) signal. Undistorted delayed versions of the input

signal are delivered at a limited number of adjustable taps on the delay
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line, with delays corresponding to the relative propagation times of

typical ionospheric modes. Each delayed signal is multiplied by an

independent baseband complex bivariate Gaussian random function with

a zero mean value and quadrature components having equal RMS values

that produce Rayleigh fading. In general, each random tap-gain function

has a spectrum that is the sum of two Gaussian functions with different

adjustable magnitudes, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads. The

two Gaussian spectrum components represent the two magnetoionic com

ponents present in ionospheric modes. A single Gaussian spectrum can

be used when the magnetoionic components have essentially equal fre-

quency shifts and frequency spreads. The delayed and multiplied signals

are summed to form the output (received) signal.

Various experimental techniques were considered," and a description

was given of the method and specially designed equipment for obtaining

ionospheric channel measurements over a 1294-km midlatitude path at

two high frequencies. Measurements from three periods or samples of
" "

10- to 13-min duration were analyzed to determine the validity and,
accuracy of the stationary channel model under typical daytime and night

time propagation conditions. The purpose of the analyses was to determine

the validity of (a) the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis, (b) the hypothesis

of independence between the tap-gain functions, and (c) the Gaussian

spectrum hypothesis for the tap..;gain. spectrums; and to determine the

accuracy and bandwidth limitation"that is imposed on the channel model

by nonzero time spreads on the ionospheric modes," which are approxi

mated by the discrete paths in the channel model. Based on the statistical

tests, we concluded that the "bivariate Gaussian, independerice, and

Gaussian spectrum hypotheses were valid, confirming the validity of the

proposed ionospheric channel model. We also showed in all three

samples that the bandwidth over which the channel model is reasonably
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accurate is about one-fourth of the reciprocal of the effective time

spread on the ionospheric modes.

For the samples analyzed, tap...;gain functions with single-Gaussian

spectrums coul-d accurately model daytime IF, M, and 2F modes and

such modes had frequency shifts (positive or negative) up to 0.2 Hz with

two-sigma frequency spreads from O. 1 to 0.4 Hz. In both daytime

samples, the IE mode required tap-gain functions with double-Gaussian

spectrums for the frequency-separated magnetoionic components, where

the frequency shifts on the magnetoionic components ranged up to O. 02 Hz

and the two-sigma frequency spreads fell between 0.005 and 0.05 Hz.

All modes in the one sample of nighttime measurements required tap

gain functions with double-Gaussian spectrums, where the shifts on the

magnetoionic components ranged up to 0.2 Hz, and the two-sigma fre

quency spreads were between 0.01 and O. 1 Hz. The estimated effective

time spreads on the modes during the daytime were about 25 fJ.s, which

limited the channel model to a bandwidth of about 10 kHz. For the night

time sample, the effective modal time spreads were about 100 fJ.s, which

limited the channel model bandwidth to about 2. 5 kHz.

A set of recommended specifications for ionospheric channel simula

tors based on this model is presented in appendix E.
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ApPENDIX A

Least-Squares Deterministic Fit

The least-squares method that was used to deterministically fit

H d (f k , t r ) to H m(fk> t r ) was applied repeatedly at a regular rate at times

t r , as defined by (70). Therefore, for the present analysis, let the time

notation be dropped and for any time, t r , let

E(k) = E(fk , t r ) ,

Using these definitions in (71) and (72), we have

n

E(k) =I Gd1 2 1 (k) - H m (k) .

i= 1

Now define

°1 =LR~E(k),
k

°2 =I W E(k) ,

k

( 112)

(113)

( 114)

( 115)

( 116)

-( 117)

( 118)

(119 )

where the summations over "k" mean summations over the frequencies

used in the fit - not necessarily all 11 frequencies.
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To obtain a fit in an unconventional way, let 01 be differentiated with

respect to ReGdi' let O2 be differentiated with respect to ImGd£ and set

the results equal to zero to obtain
n

IRe Gdi IRe Zi (k) Re Zl(k)

i=l k

n

-I 1m Gdi l 1m Zi (k) Re Zl(k) =I Re H m (k) Re Z£(k) ,

i=l k k

£ = 1, 2, ... , n,

( 120)

and.

n

lReGdi lIm Zi(k) ReZ£(k)

i=l k

n

+ lIm Gdi

i=l

l Re Zi(k) Re Z£(k) = lIm H m(k) Re Z£(k) ,

k k

(121 )

"I = 1, 2, ..., n .

Then (120) and (121) are each sets of "nIl equations, one for each value

of "1" in each set. Together they are a set of 2n linear equations in 2n

unknown quantities, the lIn" values of Re Gdi and the "n" values of

1m Gdi . For each time, t r , the 2n equations were solved simultaneously

on the basis of the Crout algorithm (Crout, 1941) and the solutions were

combined to form the IIp" values of Gdi (t r ).

The above least-squares method is not conventional, since the

derivatives ofI I E(k) 1
2 were not taken with respect to Re Gdi and

k
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1m G di to form 2n equations for simultaneous solution, but it resulted in

considerably simpler equations, and computer tests of the method

showed the fits to be comparable to those obtained by the more involved

conventional method.
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APPENDIX B

Least-Squares Statistical Fit

Fo):" each path in each sample, a least-squares fit of CSi (6t) to

C di (6t) wa s made in the following manner. Let

~ I" Ie" (let. 1m,) - c" (let. I m,) 12
,

1=1

where

c =integer controlling abscis sa spacing of values, and

mei = number "Of values used in the least-squares fit,

and where, from (65), (84), and (67),

(122)

(123)

and

(124)

Optimum values of \Jsia' \Jstb' 0Si!/.' 0Sib' and CSia(O)!Csi(O) were then

defined as those values that would minimize (122). However, if (123) is

substituted in (122) and the result is differentiated with respect to the

five unknowns, \Jsia' \JS1b' aSia' 0Sib' and CSia(O)/Csi(O), with the deriva

tives being set equal to zero in each case, the resulting five simultaneous

equations are nonlinear and do not lend themselves to analytic solutions.

A program was therefore written for a time-sharing computer that com

puted numherical values of 031 given numerical values of the five unknowns

,and computed values of C d1 (6t). Typical values of 15 < me < 20 were

used with the integer "c" chosen to use values of C di (6t) over the

significant portion of its domain. (The values of 6t that were used in
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the least-squares cOITlputations are plotted as data points in the various

figures that present plots of Cdt (M) and C Si (lit.) Initial values of the

five unknowns that approxiITlated the optiITluITl values were obtained by

exaITlining the aITlplitude and phase plots of Cdi (llt); approxiITlate values

of the frequency shifts, vSia and vstb' were obtained froITl '1 C di (lit), and

the approxiITlate values of a ata l 0" a1b I and C aia (0) IC adO) were obtained

froITl ICdt (M) I. Starting with the initial approxiITlations, solutions for

0S1 were obtained for a nUITlber of equally spaced values of Vsta that

bracketed the initial approxiITlation. Keeping that value of Vsta that pro

vided a ITliniITluITl value of 0S1' the procedure was repeated for each of

the other four unknown values. The entire process was then repeated

several tiITles until suificiently accurate estimates of the optimum

values of the five unknowns had been obtained. FroITl (124), C Sib (0) I Cst (0)

was then obtained; since CSt (0) was known from (85), numerical values

for C sta (0) and C stb (0) followed.

Where only one ITlagnetoionic cOITlponent was used for a path in the

statistical model, the number of unknowns was reduced to two, and the

process was quicker. Even for five unknowns, however, accurate

estimates could .be obtained rather quickly. Since relatively few sets of

solutions were required, no attempts were ITlade to prepare a more

involved cOITlputer prograITl that could iteratively obtain the saITle results.
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APPENDIX C

Effective Number of Independent Values

Because successive values of each deterministic tap-gain function,

G di (t r ), were highly correlated in each of the three samples, it was

necessary to compute an effective number of independent values. For

each path, the effective number of independent values was used in the

chi-square tests of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis, crosscorrelation

tests of the independence hypothesis, and a test of the Gaussian spectrum

hypothesis.

For any path with a normalized tap-gain correlation function,

C di (61), the effective number of independent values, m ei , would equal

the actual number, m a , if successive values were spaced by an amount

greater than the time required for the correlation function to fall

essentially to zero. As the adjacent time spacing of the values is de

creased, however, causing the correlation between successive values

to increase abov.e zero, the effective number of independent values be

comes les s than the actual number of values. As the adjacent spacing is

reduced to a fraction of the decay time of the correlation function, the

effective number of independent values approaches a constant limit. For

any fixed lTIeasurement time, t m , this limit is inversely proportional to

the decay time of the tap-gain correlation function and, therefore, directly

proportional to the effective bandwidth of the tap-gain spectrum. One

can define Bei , the effective bandwidth of the tap-gain spectrum for the

i-th path, in terms of m ei with

(125)

The factor of two is included to make Bei correspond to the conventional

method of defining bandwidth in terms of the width of the positive half of
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the spectrum. Now it is necessary to specify Bei in terms of the

normalized tap-gain spectrum parameters.

Siddiqui (1964) considered the problem of the effective number of

independent values for random functions and used an equation that he

considered a reasonably good estimate of the effective number of values.

With the notation used here, this equation is

m ei =ma [ l i{2(.t/fm )J-l

1. =-co
(126)

where x.(llt) is the normalized real correlation function of a random func

tion' and 1 lim is the time spacing of successive values. To apply this

equation to the present case, let each normalized tap-gain correlation

function in the statistical channel, C Si (llt), be used as an approximation

of the corresponding tap-gain correlation function in the deterministic

channel, CdiC"it). To keep the analysis si~ple, let the normalized tap

gain spectrum, v si hi), be restricted to a function with even symmetry

about v = O. This implies that v Si (v) has a frequency shift of zero and

that its two Gaussian magneto-ionic c6mpo~ents have equal power ratios,

frequency shifts of the same magnitude but opposite sign, and equal fre

quency spreads. Specifically, the restrictions are

V Si = 0, (127)

Csia (0) = C sib (0) , (128)

V aia = -V aib , (129)

cr sia = craib' (130)

From (65) and (84), it follows that
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(131 )

where the prime indicates that restrictions (127) through (130) ,apply.

Because of these restrictions, the tap-gain correlation function in (131)

is real. Now let it replace i{(M) in (126) and let the numerator and de

nominator both be multiplied by (tmIm a ) = (1 Ifm) to give

mei = t m [ I Cla~(.ftm/ma)tm/maJ-l
1 = _0:>

(132 )

In computing each C di (M), succes sive values of G di (t r ) had spacings

that were a small fraction of the decay time of C di (M). Consequently,

since C Si (M) is being used as an approximation of C di (M), the summation

in (132) can be replaced by an integral with good accuracy to give

0:>

(133)

_0:>

Equation (133) can be integrated to obtain

(134)

Note from (125) and (134) that

(135)

As seen from (135), Bei varies from JTI cr Sia when the two magnetoionic

components have spectrums that are completely overlapped to 2JTI cr sia

when their frequency shifts are large compared to their frequency spreads.

Equation (135) can also be derived by using the tap-gain spectrum cor-
(

responding to (131) in the definition for equivalent statistical bandwi~th

given by Bendat and Pier sol (1966) in their equation 6.40c.
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Had restriction (127) not been imposed, the normalized correlation

function in (131) would have had an additional factor of exp(j2n v S1 llt),

causing C~1 (llt) to be complex with a linear phase component. In this

case, IC~i (lit) I could have been substituted in (126) to obtain the same

results in (134). Since the presence or absence of a frequency shift,

v si ' in a tap-gain spectrum does not change the amplitude distribution of

the tap-gain function, (134) is a reasonable estimate to use in the chi

square tests on the amplitude-density histograms for each deterministic

tap-gain function (even though condition (127) is not met), provided

restrictions (128) through (130) hold. However, it is not reasonable to

apply (l34) to chi-square tests of the phase-density histograms unless

restriction (127) is also met. Ii the tap-gain spectrum, V Si (v), has a

sizable frequency shift, this will have been brought about by a corre

spondingly large linear phase component in the tap-gain correlation

function, CSi (llt), as' specified by (56). Because C Si (llt) is a reasonably

accurate approximation of Cdi (llt), the phase component of the deterministic

tap-gain function, <} G di (t r ), also has an appreciable linear, component.

This will cause Gdi (t r ) to move over a 2n interval more rapidly than it

would without the linear phase component, causing the effective number

of values to be greater. T-herefore, restriction (127) was imposed in

order that m ei might also be used as a reasonable estimate of the number

of independent values in the chi-square tests of the phase-density histo

grams of the deterministic tap-gain functions. Because Gdi (t r ) always

had a linear phase component, and quite often a sizable one, G di (t r ) had

to be modified to meet the restriction in (127). Specifically,

(136)

was cOITlputed to obtain a ITlodified deterITlinistic tap-gain function whose

spectrum had essentially zero frequency shift. The phase-density histo

graITls were then cOITlp~ted froITl G~1 (t r ).
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While restriction (127) was satisfied in the computation of G~1 (t r ),

restrictions (128) through (130) remain unsatisfied. For those paths

requiring only a single Gaussian component in the tap-gain spectrum,

v S! (v), restrictions (128) through (130) did not apply. For the remaining

paths, where two magnetoionic components were used in the statistical

fit of Cst (tit) to Cd! (6t), the power ratios and frequency spreads were

usually comparable, making (130) approximately true after the removal

of v si via (136). Therefore,

and

V sie

1

[(Vs! - VSia)(Vsib - VSi)]Z (137 )

osie (138)

were used as averages to replace vSia and 0Sia)respective1Y,in (134) to

obtain

( 139)

Equation (139) was used as an estimate of the effective number of inde

pendent values in the chi-square tests of the bivariate Gaussian hypothesis,

crosscorrelation tests of the independence hypothesis, and tests of the

Gaussian spectrum hypothesis.
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APPENDIX D

Tests of Correlation Estimates

To test the validity of the Gaus sian spectrum hypothesis for ,each

tap-gain spectrum, a rough measure was obtained of the distribution that

IC st (6t) - Cd1 (M) I would have for a large number of samples under the

same ionospheric channel conditions when the hypothesis was true. Also,

to test the validity of the hypothesis that the tap-gain functions were

independent, an analysis was made to determine the distribution that

Ir l1.1 would ha ve for a large number of independent bivariate Gaus sian

tap-gain functions. Derivations for these two distributions are presented

below.

To derive the distribution that IC s1 (M) - C d1 (M) I would have for a

large number of samples, it is necessary to assume that the bivariate

Gaussian hypothesis has been shown to be valid and also to derive the

distribution in terms of independent quadrature components in the tap

gain functions. However, the quadrature components of a bivariate

Gaussian tap-gain function are not independent unless the tap-gain spec

trum has even symmetry about \) = O. As discussed in appendix C, this

condition can be approximated quite well for any path when the magneto

ionic components have approximately equal power ratios and frequency

spreads if the linear phase component in the deterministic tap-gain

function is removed according to (136). Equation (136) can be rewritten
Ias

( 140)

where the quadrature components of G~t (t r ) are effectively independent..

Substitute (140) in (82) to obtain
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1
= exp(j2TT \)516t) -,

rna

m~

I Gri«t r ) GJ1 (t r t 6t)

r=l

(141 )

If CJ1 (lit) is defined as the autocorrelation of GJi (t r ) according to (82),

then (141) becomes

( 142)

To describe the tap-gain and correlation functions in terms of their

real and imaginary (quadrature) components, define

( 143)

and

( 144)

where the single and double bars under the functions indicate real and

imaginary components ,respectively.

Using normalized values as defined by (80), substitute (143) in (141),

perform the multiplication, and equate the real and imaginary parts of

the resulting summation to their counterparts in (144) to obtain

and

1
- m'

a

m'a

I [~~i (t r ) ~~1 (t r

r=l

+ 6t) + ~J1 (t r ) E~i (t r + lit)]
- -

( 145)

m~

_, ( ) __1 '\ [_I ( ) -, (
~di lit - m~ /....; ~di t r ~di t r

r=l

( 146)

where the bars above the functions indicate normalized values.
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Under the condition that Gd1 (t r ) has been shown to be a bivariate

Gaus sian randolTI function, each of the cOlTIponents gJi (t r ) and gJi (t r ) are
- =,'

independent real Gaussian functions with zero lTIean values, RMS values

of l/Ji, and identical spectrulTIs. Each of the two sUlTIlTIations in (145)

and the two sUlTIlTIations in (146) are estilTIates of autocorrelations or

crosscorrelations of the independent quadrature cOlTIponents of Gd1 (t r ).

While each terlTI in each sUlTIlTIation has a non-Gaus sian distribution,

this is not true for the sUlTIlTIation. The effective nUlTIber of independent

values in each sUlTIlTIation, lTIei frolTI appendix C, is sufficiently'large

to allow the central lilTIit theorelTI to apply and each sUlTIlTIation has a

distribution that is very nearly Gaussian. The variances of the SUlTI

lTIations can be conservatively approxilTIated frolTI (Bendat and Piersol,

1966)

and

Var [c1 (lit)] (147)

Var[ C12 (lit)] ( 148)

where <:1 (M) is an estilTIate of an autocorrelation function and C1 (lit) is

the true correlation function. SilTIilarly, <:12 (M) is an estilTIate of a

crosscorrelation function and c12 (lit) is the true 'crosscorrelation function.

Both functions that are correlated have spectrulTIs with a COlTIlTIon band-

width, B.

Apply (147) to the two sUlTIlTIations III (145), each of which is an

estilTIate of an autocorrelation function. Recalling that ~~i (t r ) ,and ~~i (t r )

each have RMS values of 1 I JZ, their true autocorrelations at lit = 0 are

1/2 and C1
2 (0) = 114 for each estilTIate. Since ~Ji (t r ) and ~d1 (t r ) have

identical power ratios and spectrulTIs, let thelr COlTIlTIon true autocor-

relation function be ct(M), so that c 1 (M) = C~i (M) for each estilTIate.
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Also, since ~J1 (t r ) and g~1 (t r ) are Independent, each of the two estimates

in (145) will be independent and their variances can be added directly to

obtain the variance of "£J1 (M):

( 149)

In (149), eJ1 (M) will be one-half at M = 0 and approach zero as M

becomes sufficiently large; i. e. ,

t,t = 0
t,t = sufficiently lar ge.

(150)

Now apply (148) to the two estimates of the crosscorrelations in

(146). Because ~~1 (t r ) and §~1 (t r ) are independent, their true crosscor

relations are zero and C12(M) in (148) is zero for each estimate; cl (0)

and c 2 (0) are each 1/2, making their product 1/4 for each estimate.

Then the variance of each of the two estimates in (146)is l/8Btm• In

general, however, these estimates for any sample are not independent;

at t,t = 0, they will be completely dependent and cancel, making the

variance of ~~i (0) equal to zero. As M increases, the two estimates in

(146) acquire an increasing degree of independence and when t,t becomes

great enough to make CJ1 (lit) decrease and remain close enough to zero,

the two estimates are effectively independent and their variances can be

summed. Then

[ ] {
o , M = O·

Vare' (M)
_d1 ~ 1/ (4Btm ) , M sufficiently large

(151 )

Since the estimates of S~1 (M) and ~~1 (M) will each have Gaussian

distributions for a large number of samples, a zero crosscorrelation

between the estimates will mean that the estlmates are independent.
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The crosscorrelation between the estimates is obtained by multiplying

(145) and (146) and taking a statistical average:

m~ m~

f~1(LIt) &d1 (LIt) = ~~2. I I
i= 1 r=l

~~1 (t r ) ~~1 (t r +lit) ~~1 (t£) ~~1 (t£+ 6t)

+ ~~1 (t r ) ~~1 (tl' + lit) g!1 (t£+ 61) ~~1 (t£)

( 152)

The order of the averaging and summing can be changed so that an

average bar appears over each term in each double summation. In each

of these terms, there are three g~1 factors and one g~1 factor, or vice-
- =

versa. Since g~1 and g~1 are independent random varlables, the average
... =

of the produCt in each term can be written as the product of two averages

to obtain

1
m' :aa

1=1 r=l

~~1 (t r ) ~~1 (t r + lit) ~~1 (t£) ~~1 (t£ + 6t).

+ ~!1 (t r ) ~~dtr + lit) ~!1 (t£ + lit) ~~1 (t£)

- ~!1 (t r ) ~!1 (t r + 61) ~J1 (t£ + 61) ~d1 (t£)

- ~!1 (t r ) ~~1 (t r + 6tr~~1 (t£) ~!1 (t£ + 61)

(153)

But the average or mean values of g~1 and g~1 are both zero, so
- =

( 154)
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and the estimates' of CJi (lit) and CJi (t,t) are independent. Since these

estimates have Gaussian distributions, C'di (M) will have a bivariate

Gaussian distribution with independent quadrature components about its

true value for any lit, although the variances of the real and imaginary

components will, in general, be unequal. 1£ C~i (61) is defined by (142)

with lIS" sub~tripts replacing the "dll subscripts, and C~i (61) is the true

correlation function for the tap-gain function, GJi (t r ), then the same

unequal bivariate Gaussian distribution with its mean value removed

applies to C~i (M) - CJi (M). Because of the exponential factor in (142),

each estimate of CJi (M) must be multiplied by the exponential factor to

obtain a corresponding estimate of Cdi (M). The bivariate Gaussian dis

tribution with independent unequal quadrature components that applies for

C~i (61) - CJi (61) will, therefore, when multiplied by exp(j2n\) B1 M) be

suitably rotated and will specify the distribution of C B1 (M) - Cdi (M). At

M = 0, the distribution will be real and Gaussian with a variance and

mean-square value of 1 /2Ekn' As 6t increases enough to make C Si (M)

approach and remain near zero, le si (lit) - C di (M) I will have a Rayleigh

distribution for alar ge number of samples (because of the equality of

(150) and (151) for large lit), with a mean-square value of 1/2Btm• While

the mean-square value for intermediate values of 6t cannot be specified

without knowing the dependence between the two estimates in (146), it

appears likely that it cannot differ greatly from 1 /2Btm • Therefore,

using (125),

1

E: Ci ~ (2Bei t m )-Z = I/Jmei ( 155)

was used as the approximate RMS value of IC Si (lit) - Cdi (61) I for a large

number of samples for all values of M, where B ei is the effective band

width for the tap-gain spectrum and m ei is the effective number of

independent values for the i-th path, as derived in appendix C.
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It can be argued correctly that eel is a measure of the RMS value of

the magnitude of the difference between C dl (M) and the true tap-gain cor

relation function, rather than the RMS value of IC Sl (M) - Cd1 (tit) I; i. e. ,

C S1 (tit) is not the true tap-gain correlation function, but only an estimate

of it. But it is not possible to obtain the true tap-gain correlation func

tion, so C s1 (6t) was used in its place. While this undoubtedly degraded

the reliability of the Gaussian spectrum hypothesis tests, the tests were

still felt to be of value.

To derive the distribution that Irl1l in (l06) would have for a large

number of samples when the tap-gain functions are bivariate Gaussian

and independent, substitute (143) in (140) and the result in (106) without

the magnitude bars for both paths "i" and 111". Perform the multiplica

tion to obtain

m 1
a

r 11
1 L---

m r
a

r=l

(~~1 (t r ) ~~(tr) + ~~l (t r ) ~tdtr)]
- - exp j2rr(val - V Bl )t r •

( 156)

For the moment, let it be assumed that the frequency shifts on the

two paths, V S1 and val, are equal to make the exponential factor equal to

one. For a true hypothesis of independence, all four components of the

tap-gain functions, ~~~ (t r ), iL (t r ),· g~(tr)' and ~~itr), are independent

and have RMS values of 1/J2. Each -of the four ;ummations is an inde-

pendent estimate of the indicated crosscorrelations. The bandwidths for

the tap-gain spectrums for the two paths are generally different, how

ever, so let Beil be the lar ger of the effective bandwidths for the i-th

and l-th paths, Be 1 and Bel> as derived in appendix C. U sing Bed for 13

in (148), the latter can be used to show that the variances of the four

estimates in (156) are each 1/8Bei£t m • Since all four estimates are inde

pendent, the variances of the two real estimates and the variances of the

two imaginary estimates can be added to obtain 1 /4Bei1 t m for the variances
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of the real and imaginary parts of (156). Since they are also independent

and each is the variance of a Gaussian distribution, \r1£ I in (106) will

have a Rayleigh distribution with an RMS value of

1

€ 1£ ~ (2 Be 1£ t m) -"2 = 1 / Jme1 (157 )

Because Bei£' the larger of B e1 and Be£, was used for B in (148) to obtain

(157), any error introduced by this approximation would tend to make

~ Ir 1£ I smaller than its true value and incr ea s e the probability of r ej ecting

a correct hypothesis of independence (i. e., make the test more difficult).

For this reason, (157) was felt to be a safe approximation.

In computing the estimate r 1£ for any pair of paths, one can view (156)

as a single summation where each term is a complex number. When

val. = v e1 • as in the derivation of (157), the amplitude and phase of suc

cessive terms in the summation differ by an amount that is dependent

upon Bei£; i. e., the larger Bei£. the greater the magnitude of the dif

ference between successive terms in the summation and the greater the

effective number of independent values in the estimate of the crosscor

relation. For the general case, when vel :f Vel' the exponential factor

in (156) causes the magnitude of the phase difference between successive

terms to be greater on the average than in the special case when vsi. =
Ve1 . This causes the effective number of independent values to increase,

thereby making the RMS value of Ir1£, smaller. However. if

IVe£ - Vel I «~ei1 • (158)

the fractional increase in the average magnitude of the difference be

tween phase values for successive terms in (156) is correspondingly

small. This produces a very small increase in the effective number of

independent values in the summation "and a similarly small error in the

RMS value of Ir 1£.1 as specified by (157). In all three samples of data
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that were analyzed in the present experiment, the magnitude of the dif

ferential frequency shift, l'Va! - 'V 61 I, was less than half of B e l1. for all

path combinations. Since this did not increase the effective number of

independent values in (156) by any substantial amount, (157) was used

as a reasonable approximation of the RMS value of Ir111 in all tests of

the independence of the deterministic tap-gain functions.
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APPENDIX E

Recommended Simulator Specifications

Since the proposed stationary ionospheric channel model has been

shown to be valid and accurate, it can be used as the basis for the design

of laboratory ionospheric channel simulators. Such a simulator has been

designed and built in the present program (Watterson et al., 1969). The

use of a valid stationary channel simulator in laboratory experiments

has several advantages (sec. 1) over similar experiments over actual

propagation paths: accuracy, stationarity, repeatability, availability,

range, and cost. . However, for experiments to be repeatable when more

than one channel simulator is used, both should not only be based on the

same channel model, but both should be able to reproduce the same

numerical channel paraITleters. Therefore, we are presenting a se~ of

ionospheric channel siITlulator specifications, based on the validated

model of this report, that might be considered for use by others in the

design, construction, and use of ionospheric channel simulators. These

specifications are not being recoITlITlended with the iITlplication that

iITlproved ionospheric channel models are not possible or that iITlproved

ITlodels should not actively be sought, but only as a suggested guide for

simulator design based on the present modeL

The following recomITlended specifications for a stationary band

limited ionospheric channel siITlulator are based on the model illustrated

in the block diagram in figure lb. Let the taps be nUITlbered 1, 2, ... i,

... n, and let Ti be the time delay of the i -th tap. Then it can be seen

that the complex time-varying frequency response of the channel model

is n

H s (£, t) =LGei(t} exp(-j2TIT i f) ,

i= 1

( 159)

where G ei (t) is the complex tap-gain function for the i-th path.
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For each path, the tap -gain correlation function is

C (M) = lim 1
al t -->CO t

1 1

t 1 /2

S G~~~l (t) G 51 (t +lit) dt ,

-t1 /2

( 160)

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate and C B1 (0) is the

ratio of the signal power delivered over the i-th path at the model out

put to the signal power input to the model.

For each path, the tap-gain spectrum is the Fourier transform of

the tap-gain correlation function,

co

"51 (v) S Cal (tit) exp(-j2nvtlt) dM .

-co

(161 )

The function VI (v) has the dimension of time or inverse frequency and is

the ratio of the i-th path output power per unit !requency offset, v, to

the channel input power.

The description of the channel model can be completed by specifying_

the characteristics of the tap-gain functions and the tap-gain spectrums.

These are included in the following list of numerical specifications that

are recommended for channel simulators that are based on the channel

model:

(I) Range of delay, T i : 10 ms minimum in 20-!-lS steps. The

differential delay between any pair of paths shall not differ from

the nominal value by more than 1 percent.

(2) Number of paths, n: Three minimum.

(3) Tap-gain functions, G SI (t): Each tap-gain function nominally

shall be an independent complex bivariate Gaussian random

function with a zero mean value and quadrature components

with equal RMS values. Each tap-gain function is defined by
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G Sl (t) = G~la (t) exp(j211'V Sla t) + G~lb (t) exp(j211'V slbt) , ( 162)

where the lI a ll and "b" subscripts identify the two magnetoionic

components that in general are present in each mode or path.

G~la (t) and G1 1b ·(t) are sample functions of two independent com-

plex bivariate Gaussian stationary ergodic random processes,

each with zero mean values and independent quadrature compo

nents with equal RMS values. Specifically, if G~la (t) is defined

in terms of its real and imaginary components by

G~la (t) = ~~la (t) + j ~ha (t)

then ~~la and g~la have a joint probability density function

(163 )

,2 + 12
1 [ ~Bla ~BlaJ

C (0) exp - C (0) ,
11 Bla Bla

(164)

where G sla (0) is the autocorrelation function of G~ia (t) exp(j211\)Sla t)

at zero displacement (61 =0) and specifies the ratio of the channel

output power delivered by the magnetoionic component to the chan

nel input power. With a suitable change in the "all subscripts,

(163) and (164) also apply to G~1b (t).

To explain the exponential factors in (l62), consider

E[ G~7a (t) G~la (t + 6,1)]. When this autocorrelation function is

computed in terms of the real and imaginary components in

(163), the cross products will have zero averages because the

real and imaginary components are independent. The resulting

correlation function will be real and have even symmetry about

6t = O. Its Fourier transform, the spectrum of G~la (t), must

then have even symmetry about \) = O. The same is true for
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G~ib (t), and the primes in (162) through (164) indicate the func

tions have spectrums with even symmetry about v = 0. There

fore, the exponential factors in (162) were inCluded to provide

the desired frequency shifts, v aia and Vaib ' for the magnetoionic

components in the tap-gain spectrum.

Each tap-gain spectrum, v ai (v), nominally shall consist

in general of the sum of two Gaussian functions of frequency,

one for each magnetoionic component, as specified by

1

[C aia (0)/(2nO':ia )2) exp[ -(v - v aia )2 /(2O':ia )]

1

+ [C s1b (0)/(2nO'a~b)2] exp[ -(v - VSib )2 /(2O';ib)]

(165)

where

Cai (0) = C sia (0) + Caib (0)

and the frequency spread on each component is determined by

20'Bia and 20'aib' Equation (165) is illustrated in figur e 3a.

The tap-gain functions and tap-gain spectrums shall have

characteristics and independently adjustable parameters that

meet the following specifications:

(a) Power ratios, C sia (0) and C S1b (0): °to - 60 dB in

I-dB steps, with errors less than ± 2 percent of the

magnitude of the dB level or ± 0. 25 dB, whichever is

larger.

(b) Frequency shifts, v sia and Vsib: 0, ± 0.01, ± O. 02,

± 0. as, ± o. 1, ± 0.2, ± O. 5, ± 1, ± 2, ± 5, ± 10, ± 20,

± 50, ± 100, ± 200, and ± 500 Hz with errors less than

± 2 percent.

(c) Frequency spreads, 2O' sia and 2O' Sib : 0. 01, O. 02,

O. OS, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, la, 20, 50, 100, 200, and
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500 Hz with errors less than ± 2 percent.

(d) Spectrum shape: For each magnetoionic component,

the tap-gain spectrum shall not differ from the ideal

Gaussian at any frequency by more than 1 percent of the

Inaximum value.

(e) Distributions: The amplitude-density function for

each quadrature component of G~ia (t) and G~i'b (t) shall

not differ froIn the ideal Gaussian distribution at any

level up to three tiInes the standard deviation by more

than 1 percent of the maxiInuIn (zero-level) value or by

Inore than the ideal density function itself at higher levels.

(f) Crosscorrelations: The four crosscorrelations be

tween the quadrature cOInponents of G~ia (t) and G~i'b (t)

shall be less than 2 percent of C B1a (0) and Can (0) when

the latter are equal.

(4) Frequency response: The simulator shall have a nominal
I.

bandwidth of 12 kHz. Any 3-kHz sub-band filtering incorp~lrated

to siInulate transmitter and receiver RF-IF filtering shall Ineet

DCA amplitude and time delay response specifications for HF

systems (DCA, 1963).

(5) Additive noise: The average power of undesired additive

noise shall be - 55 dB or lower relative to the average signal

power in the saIne band.

(6) Nonlinear distortion: The average power of undesired non

linear distortion cOInponents shall be - 40 dB or lower relative

to the average signal power.

In selecting the specific nUInerical values of delay, frequency shift,

and frequency spread for the specifications above, the ranges of values
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were made large enough to cover those typically encountered in the

ionospheric medium. For the frequency shifts and frequency spreads,

the upper ends of the ranges were extended somewhat beyond the values

typically found in the ionosphere because the added simulator cost is

negligible and the extreme values might be useful in some simulator

experiments. A range of time delays greater than 10 ms was not chosen

because it was felt that the possible advantages would not be worth the

added simulator cost for most applications. While the 20-~s adjacent

delay spacing is smaller than would usually be required, it is easy to

achieve and could be of value in sinl:ulating paths with significant time

spread. The 1, 2, 5 pattern in the frequency shifts and frequency spreads

was chosen because adjacent values have approximately the same separa

tion on a logarithmic scale and their ratios are conveniently obtained in

digital divider s. The tolerances on the various specifications were made

as large as possible without incurring significant degradation in simulator

performance.

In general, the frequency shifts and frequency spreads of the two

magnetoionic components are unequal. However, for some ionospheric

modes, the shifts and spreads are sufficiently close to being equal that

the tap-gain spectrum can be represented by a single Gaussian function.

In this case, C sib (0) becomes zero (i. e. , -$" - 60 dB) in (162), (165), and

(166), causing the tap-gain spectrum to appear as in figure 3b.

In the ionospheric channel model of this report, and in the above

specifications based on it, the specification that the tap-gain functions

are bivariate Gaussian with zero mean values implies that no constant

amplitude component is present. However, specular components with

or without frequency shifts might reasonably be incorporated in a channel

simulator based on the validated model for two reasons:
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(a) While the measured ionospheric channels that were used

to validate the channel model had no detectable specular com

ponents and very possibly no skywave ionospheric channels

have specular components (Boys, 1968), short ionospheric

links undoubtedly have a specular component in the ground

wave.

(b) Specular components that appear in tap-gain spectrums

as Dirac delta functions with selectable frequency shift can

be incorporated with negligible additional cost in simulators

that are based on the validated model.

For these reasons, it is suggested that specular components might

be included in any channel simulator based on the validated model, but

it is recommended that they be excluded in any simulation of HF iono

spheric skywave paths.
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Figure 1. Block diagrams of channel models.
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